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PREFACE
Dear reader,
This guide contains the resumes of twenty nine students of the MSc Biosystems Engineering at Wageningen
University & Research who are just graduated or will graduate up until September 2023. The students are
placed in order of the expected graduation date. Before the pages with our students resumes, you will also
find recommendations from companies and of one of our chair groups. On top of that, a summary of the study
programme of Biosystems Engineering is given. More detailed information about the study programme of
Biosystems Engineering, consisting of the bachelor Agrotechnology and the master Biosystems Engineering,
can be found at the end of this book.
This guide is made by the Master Committee of Heeren XVII. Heeren XVII is the study association for bachelor
students Agrotechnology and master students Biosystems Engineering. The study association organizes a wide
range of activities that differ a lot in nature and scope. Heeren XVII has the following objectives:
√
√
√
√
√
√

Protection of the interests of students Agrotechnology and Biosystems Engineering.
Encouraging of interaction between these students.
Examining social relevance of the study programmes Agrotechnology and Biosystems Engineering.
Controlling the quality of these study programmes.
Encouraging contacts between students Agrotechnology, Biosystems Engineering and the employees of
Wageningen University & Research, especially with the for the studies important chairgroups and institutes.
Encouraging of personal and career-related development among students Agrotechnology and Biosystems
Engineering.

To reach these objectives students are represented in the programme committees. Furthermore different
activities are organised like a business day, a parents day, making a yearbook, excursions, sport events and
social drinks. More information about the study association can be found on our website, www.heeren17.nl. For
questions about the activities of Heeren XVII or other remarks you can always contact us by sending an email
to mastercommittee.hxvii@wur.nl.
On behalf of the Master Committee of study association Heeren XVII,
Gijs Rutgrink
Geert van Maldegem
Joy Chigozie Anene-Amaechi
Luke Neville
Ellis van de Laak

Recommendation Committee:
Prof. dr. ir. A.P.J. Mol
		
Prof. dr. ir. E.J. van Henten
		
Prof. dr. ir. P.W.G. Groot Koerkamp		
Prof. dr. ir. J.H. Bitter
		
Dr. ir. G.D.H. Claassen			
Prof. dr. ir. B. Tekinerdogan		
Prof. dr. ir. H.H.M. Rijnaarts		
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Rector Magnificus of Wageningen University
Professor in Biosystems Engineering
Professor in Biosystems Engineering
Professor in Biobased Chemistry and Technology
Associate Professor in Operations Research and Logistics
Professor in Information Technology
Professor in Environmental Technology
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AIM OF STUDY PROGRAMME
Biosystems Engineering is a multi-disciplinary academic programme that fulfils the needs of humankind
in terms of sustainable food, feed, fuels, fibres and chemicals. It investigates, develops and combines
knowledge and methods from technical sciences with biological, environmental, agricultural and social
sciences. The Biosystems Engineering programme prepares students to address aspects of the question
“How to sustainably feed 10 billion people in 2050?”.
Systems engineering is central to this programme. Systems thinking ensures that generated technical
solutions address relevant issues at the level of a system as a whole instead of focussing on isolated aspects
or sub-systems. Systems engineering requires a multi-disciplinary mindset and expertise, and this aspect
of the programme is supported by offering in-depth courses in selected relevant disciplines. Biosystems
Engineering students are trained as system architects and learn to deal with the complexity of today’s
biosystems in the agri-food chain. Upon completion of this programme, students can act as an intermediary
between different disciplines as well as between the application domain, science, engineering and society.
In the Biosystems Engineering programme, the heart of the domain is the agri-food chain and parts
thereof. The agri-food chain starts with production in the field, in the barn or in the greenhouse, or
sometimes even with plant breeding. The chain continues via intermediate steps like post-harvest grading
and storage, processing, distribution, warehousing and retailing, ending with the consumer. A resilient and
sustainable future requires down-stream side product utilization. At the same time, consumer demand
governs the planning and the products that have to be produced, and streams of materials are returned
in the chain; thus feedback in the chain is also assessed. Besides the more classical animal, arable or
greenhouse production systems, the programme addresses more recent production systems for algae,
seaweed, aquaculture and insects.
The Biosystems Engineering paradigm not only targets the improvement of individual steps in the agrifood chain, it also aims to improve larger parts of the chain. Design of production systems, sensing, data
analysis, modelling and precise management are examples of the former, while reorganising the material
flow in the chain by means of embedding pre-processing and on-farm recycling, optimising logistics on the
farm as well as in the post-harvest chain, and effective software architectures and data management are
examples of the latter.
Biosystems Engineering is an engineering programme similar to those at other technical universities in
the Netherlands. However, its focus makes the programme unique: living organisms and products that
are perishable, ripening or subject to decay. The emphasis of the programme is on acquiring in-depth
knowledge, integrating knowledge, and the development of innovative technology and systems for a
biobased society.
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Marel zoekt
agrotechnologen
Aan jou de uitdaging om een bijdrage te leveren aan de ontwikkeling of verkoop van industriële systemen
voor voedselverwerking.
Solliciteren?
Bezoek jobs.marel.com voor onze actuele vacatures.
Stage lopen of afstuderen? Informeer naar de mogelijkheden via internships@marel.com

WHY STUDENTS OF BIOSYSTEMS ENGINEERING?
Company experience from HatchTech
At HatchTech, we have one aim: to provide our customers with consistent superior chick quality.
We create research-based products for incubation, chick transportation and brooding. Knowledge
of technology is key to meet our aim. Colleagues with the bachground of Agrotechnology are a
perfect fit within HatchTech. Agrotechnology students have a broad range of expertise which makes
them employable in different roles. We have several colleagues that studied Agrotechnology at
different departments: Coaching & Training, Sales, Purchasing, IT and Product Engineering. To
describe the diversity within the company, some personal experiences are given here:
“My role at HatchTech is a diverse combination of technical, animal and international social
aspects. My finalised study Agrotechnology is a perfect bachground for this job at HatchTech.”
Marco Thiessen, Hatchery Coach at HatchTech
“At our department we are continuously busy with understanding the relation between the egg/
chicken and the incubator. We develop practical solutions to support the superior chickens with
HatchTech technology every day.”
Niek van den Top & Onno Flipse, Product Engineers at HatchTech
“After my internship I started at HatchTech. I can use my Agrotechnology skills to support our
customers. My job is a marvellous combination of technology, cultures and food production. At
HatchTech I can reach my ambitions.”
Marc de Visser, International Sales Manager at HatchTech

Company experience from Marel
When I applied for a Job with Marel (Stork at that time), I was asked why somebody with my
background (agrotechnology) would be needed in the company. My spontaneous answer then
was that I did not understand how they could do without. Now some 30 years later, employing
on average 10-15 “technical” agrotechnologists, I am still convinced that’s true. They have proven
their value as leaders and specifically as the people who connect different disciplines. In whatever
role: procestechnolgist, R&D specialist, layout designer, logistic consultant or technical director.
The broad view on global agrotechnological challenges is necessary to be able to design new
product or business concepts. They have the right DNA to be successful in our world; pragmatic
thinkers and cosmopolitans who like to take action and bring people together. I am happy that
gradually students find their way to Marel themselves. Originally that was not logical in the eyes
of many, because we do not supply equipment to farmers (other than life chicken handling).
There are different reasons why the agro technologists chose to work for us. Very important is
that the complexity of our challenge is very interesting and that the amount of money available
for R&D, 5-6% of turnover, is much bigger than in most machine businesses. The equipment is
often being used 16 hours per day which allows for more advanced technical solutions to be
implemented. The innovation project teams consist of many different disciplines and often 3rd
party specialists and universities are involved as well. On the other hand... Marel also is small.
As agrotechnologist you can still physically see the result of your work being build and used by
customers and get their direct feedback.
Wim Beeftink, Technical director
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WHY STUDENTS OF BIOSYSTEMS ENGINEERING?
WUR Farm Technology Group experience
It won’t come as a surprise to you that as a professor of Biosystems Engineering working
at the Farm Technology Group of Wageningen University, I am a proud supporter of and
contributor to the Master Programme Biosystems Engineering at Wageningen University.
A keen interest in technology is deeply rooted in the hearts of the staff members of the
Farm Technology Group and the students Biosystems Engineering alike. Curiosity, a desire
to innovate the agri-food chain and entrepreneurship are some other facets. Students and
staff also share a strong interest in and commitment to the agri-food chain and to the need
to provide a growing world population with food, feed, fuels and fibres in a sustainable way.
The MSc programme Biosystems Engineering is unique both nationally and internationally. It
differentiates itself from other programmes by a strong emphasis on (parts of) the agri-food
chain containing living organisms and products that are perishable, ripening or subject to decay.
Non-linear dynamic responses to environmental factors, uncertainty in system inputs (e.g.
weather, consumer demand, prices) and inherent variability within natural produce are amongst
the particularities of biosystems that are addressed in some detail in this programme. In many
other ways Biosystems Engineering is similar to engineering programmes at technical universities.
The similarity is in the type of courses, the systems thinking approach and the systematic approach
to science and engineering. With a solid multi-disciplinary training the programme Biosystems
Engineering delivers systems engineers and systems architects; a key asset for employers when
dealing with complex multi-disciplinary challenges in research and/or the development of new
products.
Prof. dr. ir. Eldert J. van Henten
Farm Technology Group
Wageningen University
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Graduated: April 2022

Nick van de Westeringh
Date of birth
Nationality
Telephone
E-mail 		
LinkedIn

: 7 September 1998
: Dutch
: +31 (0)6 – 151 678 47
: nickvdw7@gmail.com
: www.linkedin.com/in/nick-van-de-westeringh-2b730b140

PERSONAL NOTE

I grew up on an arable/horticulture farm in Flevoland, the Netherlands. My personal interests are mainly in computer vision and artificial intelligence in the agricultural sector. During my studies, work and internship I contributed among other
things in the following projects: a 3D vision system for an apple harvesting robot, a plant detection neural network for
automatic hoeing machines and a place specific spraying systems for fruit orchards.

------ LANGUAGES -----Dutch		
English		
German

●●●●●
●●●●○
●●○○○

---------- SKILLS ---------Python		
MATLAB
Java			
Project management
CAD (Inventor)		
Business plan writing
Accounting

●●●●○
●●○○○
●●○○○
●●●○○
●●●○○
●●●○○
●●●○○

Drivers Licence (B+BE+T)

-------- INTERESTS -------Artificial intelligence
Computer vision
Data analysis

--------- HOBBIES --------Working on the farm at home
Fitness
Playing guitar

EDUCATION

2019 – 2022
Orientation
Thesis 		
Additional

: Wageningen University (Wageningen, the Netherlands)
: MSc Biosystems Engineering
: 3D pose estimation of apples on a tree.
: MSc Track Entrepreneurship

2016 – 2019
Thesis 		
		
		

: Wageningen University (Wageningen, the Netherlands)		
: BSc Agrotechnology
: Automatic detection of tulip breaking virus (TBV) in tulip fields
using deep learning
(paper DOI: 10.1016/j.ifacol.2019.12.482).

2010 – 2016
Orientation
		

: RSG Slingerbos (Harderwijk, the Netherlands)
: Pre-university education (VWO) - Nature and Technology, 		
Nature and Health

WORK EXPERIENCE

– present
		

: Farm assistant on farm parents (arable farm and tulip 			
greenhouse)

2020 – present : Part-time Data analysist and software developer Netherlands 		
		
Plant Eco-Phenotyping Centre (NPEC - www.npec.nl).
2019 / 2020
: Student assistant jobs Wageningen University:
			
- assistant in course: Software Engineering (in Java)
			
- creating webpages / logo’s
2012 - 2017
		

: All-round employee restaurant Zuiderzoet (dishwasher, waiter, 		
bartender)

OTHER EXPERIENCE

2022 		
– present
		
– present
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: Internship Track32 (AI company)
: Worker / Manager on our farm in Poland (occasional travel to 		
support in farm operations).
Personal side-businesses:
- My own fruit shop in summer months (cherries, strawberries)
- Firewood processing and trading business

Graduated: June 2022

Wessel Kuiken
Date of birth
Nationality
Telephone
E-mail 		
LinkedIn

: 10 December 1996
: Dutch
: +31 (0)6 - 119 952 17
: Wesselkuiken@hotmail.com
: https://www.linkedin.com/in/wessel-kuiken-b49376bb/

PERSONAL NOTE

With a background in creative technology and biosystems engineering, a specialization in farm technology and remote
sensing and an interest in precision farming and internet of things, I want to contribute to a future where high- and low-tech
practices are combined with sustainable cultivation techniques. This evolved from an admiration of the agricultural machines
into the question what future challenges might be. Addressing this by aiming for creativity in the group, has resulted in a
team player with social and communicative skills that aspires a management role in design projects.

------ LANGUAGES -----Dutch		
Frisian			
English		

●●●●●
●●●●●
●●●●○

---------- SKILLS ---------Microsoft Office
Python			
MATLAB
C++			
Java			
C			
ArcGIS			
R			
PHP			
SQL			
Machine Learning
Simulink		
Presenting		
Communication
Project management

●●●●●
●●●●○
●●●●○
●●●●○
●●●●○
●●●●○
●●●○○
●●●○○
●●●○○
●●●○○
●●●○○
●●●○○
●●●●●
●●●●○
●●●●○

Research		

●●●●○

-------- INTERESTS --------

Arable farming
Sustainable Innovation
Technology
Teaching
Human Computer Interaction
Electronics
Sailing
Cycling

---- CHARACTERISTICS ---Learner		
Motivator
Producer
Adaptive

Creative
Reliable
Efficient
Direct
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EDUCATION

2019 - present
Orientation
Thesis		
		
Supervisors
Additional
		
2016 – 2019
Orientation
Thesis		
Supervisors
Additional

: Wageningen University (Wageningen, the Netherlands)
: MSc Biosystems Engineering
: Influence of Ambient Light on Pig Heart Rate Monitoring using
Computer vision
: Dr. P.P.J. (Rik) van der Tol & dr. ing. I.J.M.M. (Iris) Boumans
: MSc Track Farm Technology & Geo-Information Science and 		
Remote Sensing
: University of Twente (Enschede, the Netherlands)
: BSc Creative Technology
: LED-Screen Service Prediction Using Remote Monitoring
: Dr.ir. C. (Cora) Salm
: Specialization Track Smart Technology

2009 – 2016
Orientation

: RSG Simon Vestdijk (Harlingen, the Netherlands)
: Pre-university education (VWO) – Economics and Society

WORK EXPERIENCE

2011 – present
		
2022 – present
		
2019 – 2020
		
2019 – 2020
		
2018 – 2020
		
2013 – 2018
		

: Minicamping & Theetuin Slappeterp (Slappeterp, the Netherlands)
All-round employee.
: Dewulf BV (Winsum, the Netherlands)
Internship: Computer Vision Engineer
: Lyceum de Grundel (Hengelo, the Netherlands)
Computer Science Teacher
: CSG Het Noordik (Almelo, the Netherlands)
Physics Teacher
: Montage Service Friesland (Peins, the Netherlands)
Solar Panel Mechanic and Service Employee
: Vink Sion BV (Berlikum, the Netherlands)
All-round employee and team leader

OTHER EXPERIENCE

2013 – present : Organizer New Year’s dive Slappeterp
2021 – 2022
: Member of Christmas Congress Committee for Frisian Student 		
Associations
2018 – 2019
: Treasurer Schaats4Daagse of student ice skating association
2016 – 2018
: Treasurer of study association sailing committee
2016 – 2018
: Secretary of study association handyman committee
2016 – 2017
: Student Mentor of open days and student for a day
2015 – 2016
: Volunteer of community house ‘Op Healwei’ Schingen – 		
Slappeterp
2015 – 2016
: Trainer & Coach of pupil football team

Graduated: July 2022

Vorayuth Pakachaipong
Date of birth
Nationality
Telephone
E-mail 		
LinkedIn

: 27 March 1994
: Thai
: +31 (0)6 - 829 316 38
: vorayuth1994@gmail.com
: https://www.linkedin.com/in/vorayuth-pakachaipong/

PERSONAL NOTE

I am a systematic thinker with professional background in data analysis and consultation. I have experience in developing
report automation prototype, financial modelling for M&A, and collaborating with internal and external stakeholders.
Through the year, I developed an interest in precision arable farming and decision support systems for farmers, hence enrolled at WUR. Currently, I am looking for a job opportunity in agriculture business where I can apply my GIS and Remote
Sensing knowledge to help farmers make the most sustainable decision in the climate change world.

------ LANGUAGES -----English			
Thai			

●●●●○
●●●●●

---------- SKILLS ---------MS Excel		
VBA			
ArcGIS			
R			
Python			
MATLAB		

●●●●●
●●●●○
●●●○○
●●●○○
●●●○○
●●●○○

Communication		
Data analysis		
Financial & risk model
Project management
Business writing
Accounting

●●●●○
●●●●○
●●●●○
●●●●○
●●●●○
●●●○○

-------- INTERESTS -------Precision agriculture
Decision support system
Big data
Geographic Information System
Remote sensing
Crop insurance
Connect technology with society
Entrepreneurship in emerging
economies

--------- HOBBIES --------Problem solving
Thinking
Learning
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EDUCATION

2020 – present
Orientation
Thesis 		
		
Supervisors
Additional
Thesis 		
		
		
Supervisors
2012 – 2016
		
Orientation
Thesis		
		
Supervisors

: Wageningen University & Research (The Netherlands)
: MSc in Biosystems Engineering
: Monitoring senescence in potato phenotyping experiment using
UAV time-series data
: dr.ir. Lammert Kooistra and dr.ir. Sander Mücher
: MSc Research Practice
: Predicting soybean within-field yield by coupling 		
evapotranspiration from Landsat-based METRIC into a crop
growth model
: Deborah Gaso Melgar and dr.ir. Lammert Kooistra
: Sirindhorn International Institute of Technology, Thammasat
University (Thailand)
: B.Eng. in Chemical Engineering, First Class Honours
: Integration of 3D-printing Technology for the Preparation of 		
Thermo-Responsive Polymeric Surface
: Dr. Wanwipa Siriwatwechakul

WORK EXPERIENCE

2018 – 2020
Function
Description
		
2016 – 2018
Function
Description
		
2015		
Function
Description
		
2014		
		
Function
Description

: Adecco Personnel Pte Ltd (Singapore)
: Database Analyst
: Worked with multicultural team to update Point of Interests 		
(POI) data on Maps application
: Actuarial Business Solutions Co., Ltd. (Thailand)
: Senior Actuarial Consultant
: Supported internal improvement project, conducted research, 		
and communicated with external client
: ThaiNamthip Co., Ltd. (Thailand)
: Engineering Intern
: Collaborate with team and present project to promote 			
sustainability
: Sirindhorn International Institute of Technology, Thammasat
University (Thailand)
: Research Assistant
: Conduct chemical experiment on biomass-based adsorbents

OTHER EXPERIENCE

2021 – present
2012 – 2016
2012 – 2016
2015		
		

: Corridor representative
: 4-Year Continuing Scholarships, Full scholarship
: Tutoring and volunteer
: Head of the Opening Ceremony, Traditional Chemical Engineeing
Games

Graduated: July 2022

Omar Idoum
Date of birth
Nationality
Telephone
E-mail 		
LinkedIn

: 13 September 1995
: Dutch
: +31 (0)6 - 197 148 32
: Omaridoum@hotmail.com
: https://www.linkedin.com/in/omar-idoum-a1b97497/

PERSONAL NOTE

My personal interests are mainly, but not limited to the automation of current production systems. I have an analytical
and meticulous approach to addressing problems. I enjoy being a generalist and challenging myself by stepping out of my
comfort zone. In the future, I would like to work in the agricultural sector, where I can be part of a team responsible for
understanding and achieving customer needs. I would like to have a combination of technical and non-technical tasks.

------ LANGUAGES -----English		
Arabic		
Dutch		
French			

●●●●●
●●●●●
●●●○○
●○○○○

---------- SKILLS ---------LabVIEW
PLC Programming
Microsoft Office
MATLAB
Project management
Farm management

●●●●○
●●●●○
●●●●○
●●●●○
●●●○○
●●○○○

Drivers Licence (B+BE)

-------- INTERESTS --------

Automation
Solidworks
Economics

--------- HOBBIES --------Cycling
Horse riding
Swimming
Travelling

EDUCATION

2019 – 2022
Orientation
Thesis 		
		
Supervisors
2019 – 2019
Orientation
2014 – 2018
		
Orientation
		
		
2012 – 2014
		
Orientation

: Wageningen University (Wageningen, the Netherlands)
: MSc Biosystems Engineering
: Modelling and controlling an unmanned surface vehicle for 		
cleaning plastic waste from lakes.
: prof.dr.ir. B (Bedir) Tekinerdogan & dr. JR (Joao) Pereira Valente
: Technical University of Eindhoven (Eindhoven, the Netherlands)
: Pre-master Electrical Engineering Mechatronics.
: Fontys University of Applied Sciences (Eindhoven, the 			
Netherlands)
: BSc Mechatronics.
Carried out a minor in Control systems at the university of 		
Twente.
: The Westminster school, Dubai, United Arab Emirates (High 		
School)
: A Levels British Curricular

WORK EXPERIENCE

2022 – present : Light4Food (Horst, the Netherlands)
		
Graduation Internship: Designing and building an automatic 		
Pick&Place system in a commercial hydroponics system.
2018 – present : Fontys University of Applied Sciences (Eindhoven, theNetherlands)
		
Mechatronics Teacher: teaching a combination of theoretical and
		
practical subjects such as Solidworks (CAD) and mathematics as
		
well as guiding students on their internships
2018 		
: ThermoFisher (Eindhoven, the Netherlands)
		
Graduation Internship: Designing a test setup to validate error 		
		
compensation techniques in the thermo-mechanical domain.
2017 – 2018
: Fontys Robotics lab (Eindhoven, the Netherlands)
		
Automation Engineer: Plan, design and implement proof of 		
		
concepts for automated robotics solutions to replace the manual
		
tasks.
2017 		
: Vanderlande (Veghel, the Netherlands)
		
Internship: Automation of the Infeed commissioning
I achieved a 50% reduction in commissioning time versus the 20%
target, and hence got a full grade (10/10) mark.

OTHER EXPERIENCE
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2022		
2021		
2017		

: Launched drone project in high schools in Eindhoven
: Member of study association ISOW
: Initiated a 12,000 euros project from Vanderlande to design and
build an AGV for sorting parcels.

Graduated: August 2022

Evi Weersink
Date of birth
Nationality
Telephone
E-mail 		
LinkedIn

: 5 December 1997
: Dutch
: +31 (0)6 - 236 220 61
: eviweersink@gmail.com
: www.linkedin.com/in/eviweersink

PERSONAL NOTE

My personal interests are mainly in innovation, looking at automation. I followed some courses which focused on machine
learning, big data and automation. For my master internship I focused on automation as well. In the future I would like
to look into opportunities and innovations in processes and develop more efficient systems with the help of automation.

------ LANGUAGES -----Dutch		
English		
German

●●●●●
●●●●○
●●○○○

---------- SKILLS ---------Python		
MATLAB
Creative design		
Project management
Business plan writing
Accounting
Business model
evaluation

●●●●○
●●●●○
●●●●○
●●●●○
●●○○○
●●○○○
●●○○○

Drivers Licence (B)

-------- INTERESTS -------Machine Learning
Process design
Automation

--------- HOBBIES --------Running
Volleyball
Contact with family and friends
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EDUCATION

2020 - present
Orientation
Thesis 		

: Wageningen University (Wageningen, the Netherlands)
: MSc Biosystems Engineering
: Developing a bio-economic farm model with improved 		
behavioural representations

2017 – 2020
Orientation
Thesis 		

: Wageningen University (Wageningen, the Netherlands)
: BSc Agrotechnology
: Decision making in cultivating feed crops on dairy farms

2010 – 2016
Orientation

: Sg Twickel Hengelo (place, the Netherlands)
: Pre-university education (VWO) - Nature and Health

WORK EXPERIENCE

2022 – present
		
2013 – present
		
2012 – 2015
		
2015 –2017
		

: DGS Engineering bv (Haaksbergen, the Netherlands)
Internship: Automation in beef-processing
: Vleeshouwerij Saasveld (Saasveld, the Netherlands)
All-round employee
: IJsboerderij Oude Hesselink (Saasveld, the Netherlands)
All-round employee
: Kaisec bv (Hengelo (OV), the Netherlands)
Cleaner

OTHER EXPERIENCE

2019 – present : Board member of KMV. St. Caecilia Saasveld
2019 – present : Member of concert committee of KMV. St. Caecilia Saasveld
2012 – 2019
: Volunteer at sport association Saasveldia

Graduated: August 2022

Luke Neville
Date of birth
Nationality
Telephone
E-mail 		
LinkedIn

: 6 February 1996
: South African & British
: +31 (0)6 – 344 074 89
: luke@neville.za.net
: www.linkedin.com/in/luke-neville/

PERSONAL NOTE

I am passionate about building a sustainable future for all. This has led me to agriculture – a field where human-wellbeing,
culture, and environmental sustainability converge. Drawing on my engineering background, I aim to use technology to
create the food production systems of the future. I strive to learn a diverse range of skills which can be drawn on to solve
complex problems - every problem has a solution, it just needs to be found. I believe that through small actions each day
and innovative thinking we can build a better future.

------ LANGUAGES -----English		
Dutch

●●●●●
●○○○○

---------- SKILLS ---------Python, Scala, and C++
Systems modelling
Project management
Machine learning
Systems thinking
Techno-optimist
Generalist
Leader

-------- INTERESTS --------

Controlled Environment
Agriculture
Novel food systems
Sustainability and climate
resilience

--------- HOBBIES --------Climbing and slacklining
Camping and hiking
Reading
Cooking
Diving
Spending time with family and
friends
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EDUCATION

2020 - present
Orientation
Thesis		
		
Supervisors
Additional

: Wageningen University (Wageningen, the Netherlands)
: MSc Biosystems Engineering
: Vertical Calories – Selecting high-calory food crops for cultivation
in Vertical Farms
: dr.ir. A (Bert) van ‘t Ooster; Isabella Righini, MSc
: MSc Track Farm Technology

2015 – 2018
Orientation
Additional

: University of Cape Town (Cape Town, South Africa)
: BSc (Hons) Computer Science and Computer Engineering
: Awarded in the First Class

WORK EXPERIENCE

2022 – Present
		
2021 – 2022
		
2019 – 2020
		
2019		
2017 – 2018
2018 		
		

: Infarm Vertical Farming (Berlin, Germany)
Data Science for Crop Science Intern
: FarmVent (Wageningen, the Netherlands)
Software Development Engineer
: Amazon Web Services (Cape Town, South Africa)
Software Development Engineer
: Amazon Web Services (Cape Town, South Africa)
: Two internships as Software Development Intern
: Edro Robotics (Cape Town, South Africa)
Programming Educator

OTHER EXPERIENCE

2020 – 2022
		
2020 		
2020 		
2016 – 2020
2012 – 2014

: Committee Member WSAC Climbing Association (activity 		
committee) and Heeren XVII (Masters committee)
: Wildland Firefighter (Volunteer Wildfire Services)
: Rover Scouts Chairman (Scouts South Africa)
: Assistant Troop Scouter (Scouts South Africa)
: Patrol Leader (Scouts South Africa)

Graduated: September 2022

Xingyu Fang
Date of birth
Nationality
Telephone
E-mail 		
LinkedIn

: 5 September 1999
: Chinese
: +44 7421318312
: fantapilotcookie@gmail.com
: https://www.linkedin.com/in/xingyu-fang-22453520b/

PERSONAL NOTE

I am an activator passionate about turning thoughts into action. Although having an affection on working independently,
I am a true team player and enjoy communicating with people. I have both experience and interest in Computer Vision,
Agricultural architecture, and Agricultural environment control. I would really like to see that people could eat healthier,
more sustainable, and delicious food, also a better environment, through my creative ideas and hard work.

------ LANGUAGES -----Chinese		
English		

●●●●●
●●●●○

---------- SKILLS ---------Python		
MATLAB
		
R Language		
AutoCAD

●●●●○
●●●○○
●●●○○
●●●●○

-------- INTERESTS -------Deep learning
Vertical farming
Agro food robotics
Animal welfare

--------- HOBBIES --------Swimming
Ping pong
Music
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EDUCATION

2016 - present
Orientation
Thesis 		
		
Supervisors

: Wageningen University (Wageningen, the Netherlands)
: MSc Biosystems Engineering
: Keypoints-based pose estimation of whole chicken using multiview perception
: dr. GW (Gert) Kootstra & dr. R (Rekha) Raja

2013 – 2016
Orientation
Thesis 		
Supervisors

: China Agricultural University (Beijing, China)
: BSc Agricultural Engineering
: Design of strawberry transplant factory under LED lighting
: dr. Dongxian He & dr. Fang Ji

WORK EXPERIENCE

2021 – present : Certhon Build B.V. (Poeldijk, the Netherlands)
		
Internship: Extracting crop features (e.g. Leaf Area Index, 		
height) automatically using computer vision and embed them in
		
a crop model

OTHER EXPERIENCE

2021		
		
		
		

: The Third Autonomous Greenhouse Challenge Phase 1 : Online
Challenge organized by Wageningen University & Research and
Tencent
Participated and ranked top 20

2021		
		
		

: Academic Consultancy Training
Conducted market research for the innovation of a fruit sugar 		
sensor for OnePlanet Research Centre

2019
		
		
		

: Undergraduate Research Training Program
Explored the effects of low-temperature stress and restoration
in root zone on photosynthetic characteristics of tomato seed-		
lings, by using hydroponics in a smart artificial climate chamber

2017		
		
		

: Summer Social Practice
Investigated on the rural cultural revitalization in villages 		
around Qiao’s Grand Courtyard in Shanxi, China

Graduated: September 2022

Anna Lisa Nooren
Date of birth
Nationality
Telephone
E-mail 		
LinkedIn

: 22 April 1996
: Dutch
: +31 (0)6 - 550 546 19
: annalisanooren@outlook.com
: https://nl.linkedin.com/in/annalisanooren

PERSONAL NOTE

Grown-up on a dairy goat farm and interested in both animals and the technology around them. I realized that there were a
lot of equipment and processes on my parents’ farm that could be optimized. Finally, this resulted in the choice for a double
master, Animal Sciences & Biosystems Engineering. Currently, my interest lays in data science, modelling, and product/process
optimization in the agricultural sector. I am an open person, analytical, critical, and easy to work with. In my spare time I like
to do various sports, currently focusing on cycling, and to broaden my view on various topics by reading (social) historic books.

------ LANGUAGES -----Dutch		
English		
French		

●●●●●
●●●●○
●●●○○

---------- SKILLS ---------Python		
MATLAB
C++
		
JAVA		

●●●●●
●●●●●
●●●○○
●●●○○

Drivers Licence (B)
Welding Basics (Jannes Zelhorst)
Cold and climate systems (PTC+)
Practical hydraulics (PTC+)

-------- INTERESTS -------Data science
Sensor technology
Vision
Modelling
Product and/or process optimization

--------- HOBBIES --------Cycling
Other sports
Reading on (social) historic topics
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EDUCATION

2019 - present
Orientation
Specialization
Thesis		

: Wageningen University (Wageningen, the Netherlands)
: MSc Biosystems Engineering
: Farm Technology
: Path tracking without external references for a (semiautonomous) mobile carrier robot.

2019 - present
Orientation
Specialization
Thesis		
		
		

: Wageningen University (Wageningen, the Netherlands)
: MSc Animal Sciences
: Genetics & Biodiversity
: The application of machine learning on the prediction of milk
fat composition in dairy based on genotypic and infrared
spectral data.

2015 – 2019
Orientation
Thesis 		
		

: Wageningen University (Wageningen, the Netherlands)
: BSc Agrotechnology
: Modelling of a fish tank as part of a Recirculation Aquaculture
System (RAS): mass and energy balances.

2008 – 2014
Orientation

: Gymnasium Beekvliet (Sint-Michielsgestel, the Netherlands)
: Pre-university education (VWO/Gymnasium)

WORK EXPERIENCE

2011 - present : Nooren-Daniëls v.o.f. (Schijndel, the Netherlands)
		 General Employee
		
Seasonal based work including activities such as milking, feeding,
		
distributing straw in husbandry and lamb care. Also, I execute 		
		
technical repair on equipment and housing.

OTHER EXPERIENCE

2018 – 2019
: Companies’ Day Committee of study association “Heeren XVII”
		
Responsible for contact with the attending companies, recruiting
		
companies and taking minutes of the meetings.
2018 – 2019
: Extra courses 		
		
Four courses at the TU/e to deepen my technological knowledge
		
and skills, focused on data science and robotics
2018 – 2019
: Board member of study association “Heeren XVII”
		 Commissioner of External Affairs
2016 – 2018
: Parents’ Day Committee of study association “Heeren XVII”

Graduated: September 2022

Fleur van Kempen
Date of birth
Nationality
Telephone
E-mail 		
LinkedIn

: 19 August 1999
: Dutch
: +31 (0)6 - 137 248 01
: fleurvankempen19@gmail.com
: https://nl.linkedin.com/in/fleur-van-kempen-5264a3160

PERSONAL NOTE

During my master study I followed a broad range of courses, for example courses about big data, machine learning & automation for bio-production. During my bachelor study, I did a minor in agricultural business management and did a thesis
about decision science. My personal interests are mainly in data analysis, machine learning and product development. I
am a motivated and organized worker, always willing to learn. In the future, I would like to work in the agricultural sector
and apply the theory I have learned during my study on a practicality.

------ LANGUAGES -----Dutch		
English		
German

		

●●●●●
●●●●○
●○○○○

---------- SKILLS ---------Microsoft Office
Python			
MATLAB
		
FICO Xpress		
Autodesk inventor
Organization skills
Critical thinking		

●●●●●
●●●○○
●●○○○
●●○○○
●●○○○
●●●●○
●●●●○

Drivers Licence (AM, B)

-------- INTERESTS -------Machine Learning
Data analysis
Product development

--------- HOBBIES --------Cooking
Squash
Playing guitar
Contact with family and friends

EDUCATION
2020 – present
Orientation
Thesis 		
		
Supervisors

: Wageningen University (Wageningen, the Netherlands)
: MSc Biosystems Engineering
: Early detection of potato-cyst nematode infestation using 		
hyperspectral imaging
: dr. ir. HA (Haris Ahmad) Khan & dr. J (Janne) Kool

2017 – 2020
Orientation
Thesis 		
		
		
Supervisors

: Wageningen University (Wageningen, the Netherlands)
: BSc Agrotechnology
: Biobased sourcing, which options? Optimal distribution of
biomass from feedstocks and by-products to different
applications in a biobased economy
: dr. ir. PM (Ellen) Slegers

2011 – 2017
Orientation

: Dominicus College (Nijmegen, the Netherlands)
: Pre-university education (VWO) - Nature and Technology, 		
Nature and Health

WORK EXPERIENCE

2022 - present
		
2020 – 2022
		
2019 – 2020
		
2015 – 2019
		
Several years
		
		

: Ag leader (Heumen, the Netherlands)
Internship product testing
: Primera (Beuningen, the Netherlands)
Sales employee
: De Vier Jaargetijden (Beuningen, the Netherlands)
All round employee
: Bakker Bart (Beuningen, the Netherlands)
All round employee
: van Kempen Loonwerk & Grondverzet (Beuningen, the 			
Netherlands)
Summer job, thin pears

OTHER EXPERIENCE

2018 – 2021
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: Onderwijs Kwaliteit Comissie (OKC) committee of study 		
association “Heeren XVII”

Graduated: September 2022

Jolien Hendriks
Date of birth
Nationality
Telephone
E-mail 		
LinkedIn

: 10 March 1997
: Dutch
: +31 (0)6 - 250 559 63
: jolien.hendriks@outlook.com
: https://nl.linkedin.com/in/jolien-hendriks

PERSONAL NOTE

My interest in the agricultural sector derives from growing up at an arable farm, which made me highly passionate about
improving systems and processes to make a lasting impact on the agricultural sector. Diving into new materials motivates
me. I am precise and can accurately set priorities while working on projects. I cannot wait to apply my already gained
knowledge about machine learning and data analysis, while also staying eager to gain new knowledge in my future career.

------ LANGUAGES -----Dutch		
English		
German		

●●●●●
●●●●○
●●○○○

---------- SKILLS ---------Python			
R			
MATLAB		

●●●●○
●●●●○
●●●○○

Drivers Licence
Spraying Licence

-------- INTERESTS --------

Data analysis
Machine Learning

--------- HOBBIES --------Running
Skiing
Figure skating

EDUCATION
2020 - present
Orientation
Thesis 		
Supervisors
		

: Wageningen University (Wageningen, the Netherlands)
: MSc Biosystems Engineering
: Virus detection in seed potatoes with hyperspectral images
: dr.ing. G (Gerrit) Polder, dr.ir. HA (Haris Ahmad) Khan & dr. HAC
(Hendrik) de Villiers

2016 – 2020
Orientation
Thesis 		
		
Supervisors
Additional

: Wageningen University (Wageningen, the Netherlands)
: BSc Agrotechnology
: Heat and CO2 production by bacteria in a recirculating 		
aquaculture system
: dr.ir. AJA (Andre) Aarnink & D (Davood) Karimi
: Minor courses at BOKU, Vienna

2009 – 2016
Orientation

: Dominicus College (Nijmegen, the Netherlands)
: Pre-university education (VWO) - Nature and Technology, 		
Nature and Health

WORK EXPERIENCE

2022 – present : Viterra (Rotterdam, the Netherlands)
		
Internship: Sentinel-2 cloud mask using advance Deep 			
		
Convolutional Neural Networks
– present : Arable Farm Hendriks (Hernen, the Netherlands)
		
All-round employee with variety of tasks including selecting seed
		
potatoes and spraying activities
2020 – 2021
		

: Odura (‘s-Hertogenbosch, the Netherlands)
Monitoring RVO energy saving measures

OTHER EXPERIENCE

2019 – present : Committees at study association HeerenXVII
2019
: Junior Enterprise Weekend committee at Unipartners Wageningen
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Graduated: October 2022

Guus Heijnen
Date of birth
Nationality
Telephone
E-mail 		
LinkedIn

: 24 March 1999
: Dutch
: +31 (0)6 - 570 797 18
: guusheijnen.gh@gmail.com
: https://nl.linkedin.com/in/guus-heijnen-12297a15b

PERSONAL NOTE

After finishing my MSc in Biosystem Engineering I am ready to take my first step into a professional career! I am a young
and ambitious engineer who gets excited about challenges within horticulture. My main interests are in Robotics, Vision
and AI. But with my analytical skills, critical view, and curiosity, I certainly dare to take on other challenges as well.

------ LANGUAGES -----Dutch		
English		
German

		

●●●●○
●●●●○
●●○○○

---------- SKILLS ---------Microsoft Office
Python		
RStudio			
Machine learning
Robotics Operating
System			
Cooperating		
Analytical		
Statistics		

●●●●●
●●●●○
●●●●○
●●●●○
●●●○○
●●●●○
●●●●○
●●●○○

Drivers Licence (B)

-------- INTERESTS -------Athletics
Cycling
Motor sports
Travelling

EDUCATION
2020 - present
Orientation
Thesis 		
		
Supervisors
		
Additional
		
2017 – 2020
Orientation
Thesis 		
		
Supervisor
Additional
2011 – 2017
Orientation

: Wageningen University (Wageningen, the Netherlands)
: MSc Biosystems Engineering
: Teaching a robot arm to detach a fruit based on imitation 		
learning
: dr. A (Ali) Leylavi Shoushtari, dr. J (Jochen) Hemming &
A (Angelo) Mencarelli MSc
: Focus on Machine and deep learning and on Remote sensing and
advanced earth observations
: Wageningen University (Wageningen, the Netherlands)
: BSc Agrotechnology
: The added value of satellite data to improve existing late blight 		
decision support systems
: dr. C.N. (Cor) Verdouw
: Minor in data science
: Bouwens van der Boijecollege (Panningen, the Netherlands)
: Pre-university education (VWO) - Nature and Technology, 		
Nature and Health

WORK EXPERIENCE

2017 - present : Het Loopcentrum (Horst aan de Maas, the Netherlands)
Function
: Advisor and trainer
Tasks		
: Giving one-to-one advice to customers regarding the purchase 		
of hiking and/or running shoes and related products. By means 		
		
of an intake, static and dynamic running analysis, and consult.
		
And training new colleagues, both in knowledge and in customer
		
contact.
2014 – 2017
: MTS Verlinden (Panningen, the Netherlands)
Function
: All-round employee at a cucumber grower
Tasks		
: Harvesting and crop processing and supervising colleagues 		
		
during sorting and harvest

OTHER EXPERIENCE
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2020 – present
		
2018 – present
		
2020 – 2021
2017 – present
		
2017 – 2022

: Member of the daily board of the BSc an MSc Biosystems
Engineering
: Member of the programme committee of the BSc and MSc
Biosystems Engineering
: Chairman of student athletics association W.A.V. Tartlétos
: Various committees at student athletics association W.A.V.
Tartlétos
: Various committees at student association Heeren XVII

Graduated: October 2022

Emma Bijen
Date of birth
Nationality
Telephone
E-mail 		
LinkedIn

: 07 April 1998
: Dutch
: +31 (0)6 - 409 900 68
: emmabijen@hotmail.com
: https://nl.linkedin.com/in/emma-bijen-8604a1160

PERSONAL NOTE

I am an enthusiastic, precise and driven person with interests in analysing and optimizing processes of agricultural production systems, the field of sustainable energy and resource recovery. In my study, I earned a skillset covering laboratory
work, control engineering, modelling, greenhouse technology and system design. I would describe myself as social, hard
working and organised. In the future, I would like to work at a company with interests in the agricultural sector, where I
can implement my academic skills.

------ LANGUAGES -----Dutch		
English		
German		
French			

●●●●●
●●●●○
●●●○○
●○○○○

---------- SKILLS ---------Microsoft Office		
Python			
MATLAB		
R			
AutoCAD		
Laboratory work

●●●●○
●●○○○
●●○○○
●●○○○
●●○○○
●●●○○

Organisation skills
Practical thinking
Communication		

●●●●○
●●●●○
●●●●○

Drivers Licence (B)

-------- INTERESTS --------

Bioprocess design
Process technology
Green energy
Resource recovery
Data analysis

--------- HOBBIES --------Running
Hiking
Reading
Cooking
Contact with family and friends
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EDUCATION

2019 - 2021
Orientation
Thesis		
		
Supervisors
		
Additional

: Wageningen University (Wageningen, the Netherlands)
: MSc Biosystems Engineering
: Quantifying ammonia loss and total nitrogen loss in solid fraction
of dairy cattle slurry
: prof. dr.ir. P.W.G. (Peter) Groot Koerkamp & P. (Peyman) Neysari
MSc
: MSc Track Farm Technology & Environmental Technology

2017 – 2019
Orientation
Thesis 		
		
Supervisors

: Wageningen University (Wageningen, the Netherlands)
: BSc Agrotechnology
: Modelling of organic matter content from an organic residue
composition in anaerobic digestion
: Dr.ir. M.H.A. (Miriam) van Eekert

2016 – 2017
		

: Vavo Lyceum (Enschede, the Netherlands)
: Pre-university education (VWO) - Nature and Technology, 		
Nature and Health

2010 – 2016
Orientation

: Twents Carmel College de Thij (Oldenzaal, the Netherlands)
: Pre-university education (VWO) - Nature and Technology, 		
Nature and Health

WORK EXPERIENCE

2022		
		
2019 – 2020
		
2014 – 2019
		
2010 – 2022
		

: HoSt (Enschede, the Netherlands)
Internship: “Phosphate recovery from digestate”
: BTKzorg (Borne, the Netherlands)
Cleaning employee
: Restaurant ‘t Anker (Saasveld, the Netherlands)
All round employee
: Boomkwekerij Slangenbeek (Saasveld, the Netherlands)
All round employee

OTHER EXPERIENCE

2017 – 2022
		
		
		

: Member of several committees at study association “Heeren XVII”
Editorial Board
11th Lustrum committee
Reunion committee

Graduated: October 2022

Joris te Velde
Date of birth
Nationality
Telephone
E-mail 		
LinkedIn

: 2 January 1998
: Dutch
: +31 (0)6 - 224 291 05
: jwtevelde@gmail.com
: https://nl.linkedin.com/in/joris-te-velde

PERSONAL NOTE

Being raised and around agricultural machinery, this increased my interest for engineering and farming. Except for a small
preference related to arable and dairy farming, my interest are very diverse when a technical background is present. This
can also be traced back to the courses I took during the bachelor and master programme, these were very diverse. Furthermore, I am known as a motivated person who is loyal and hard working.

------ LANGUAGES -----Dutch		
English		
German

●●●●●
●●●●○
●●●○○

		

---------- SKILLS ----------

Python		
MATLAB
Project management
Rstudio		
Autodesk Inventor
Practical Thinking
Microsoft Office

●●●○○
●●●○○
●●●●○
●●●●○
●●○○○
●●●●○
●●●●○

VCA certificate (VCA-VOL)
Practical hydraulics (PTC+)
Drivers Licence (B+BE+T)

-------- INTERESTS -------Farm work
Machines
Earthmoving
Football

EDUCATION

2020 - present
Orientation
Thesis		
		
		
Supervisors
		
Additional

: Wageningen University (Wageningen, the Netherlands)
: MSc Biosystems Engineering
: Determination and evaluation of an alternative tracer gas for
emission measurements in naturally ventilated livestock
buildings.
: dr. ir. N.W.M. (Nico) Ogink, ir. H.J.C. (Hendrik Jan) van Dooren &
C. (Carsten) Schep MSc
: MSc Track Farm technology

2016 – 2020
Orientation
Thesis 		
		
Supervisors

: Wageningen University (Wageningen, the Netherlands)
: BSc Agrotechnology
: Optimizing land-use and crop allocation accounting for price 		
and yield uncertainty
: dr. R. Haijema

2005 – 2011
Orientation

: Dr. Aletta Jacobs College (Hoogezand, the Netherlands)
: Pre-university education (VWO) - Nature and Technology, 		
Nature and Health

WORK EXPERIENCE

2017 – present
		
2017 – present
		
		
2020		
		
2014 – 2016
		

: Combi Drain BV (Assen, the Netherlands)
Machinery operator (tractor, loader, excavator) during holidays.
: Contractor/Gardener (Kiel-Windeweer, the Netherlands)
Contracting or being hired for small earthmoving or small 		
building jobs, mostly in gardens. Mostly working independent or
for my father.
: Hack Harvest (Kruisland, the Netherlands)
Pea harvester operator in Spain for six weeks.
: Cymac BV (Kiel-Windeweer, the Netherlands)
Tractor driver during spare time and holidays.

OTHER EXPERIENCE

2017 – 2021
		
2017 – 2021
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: Chair eleventh Lustrum committee study association “Heeren 		
XVII”
: Member of parents day committee study association “Heeren 		
XVII”

Graduated: December 2022

Sander Gerritsen
Date of birth
Nationality
Telephone
E-mail 		
LinkedIn

: 18 June 1998
: Dutch
: +31 (0)6 - 275 781 05
: gerritsen1806@gmail.com
: www.linkedin.com/in/sander-gerritsen-18643013a/

PERSONAL NOTE

My personal interests are very broad. In my studies I learned the basics of multiple programming programs, and got introduced in machine learning and decision science. But my main focus and interest were in biosystems analysis and design. In
a professional environment, I am a precise, calm and passionate. In the future I like to work in the agricultural sector, as its
close to my heart and my personal interests.

------ LANGUAGES -----Dutch		
English		
German		

●●●●●
●●●●○
●●○○○

---------- SKILLS ---------Python		
MATLAB
R-studio		
Autodesk Inventor
Project management
Practical mindset

●●○○○
●●○○○
●●○○○
●●●○○
●●●●○
●●●●○

Drivers Licence (B & T)

-------- INTERESTS --------

Biosystems design
Quantitative analysis of biosystems
Soil plant relations

--------- HOBBIES --------Running
Reading
Contact with friends
Working on a farm
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EDUCATION

2020 - present
Orientation
Thesis 		
		
Supervisors
Additional

: Wageningen University (Wageningen, the Netherlands)
: MSc Biosystems Engineering
: Evaluating, concluding and re-designing of methodologies and
long term soil experiments
: dr. M. (Marjolein) Derks & M. (Marie) Wesselink MSc
: MSc Track Farm Technology

2016 – 2020
Orientation
Thesis 		
Supervisors
Additional

: Wageningen University (Wageningen, the Netherlands)
: BSc Agrotechnology
: Design of environmental friendly manure management systems
: prof. dr. ir. P.W.G. (Peter) Groot Koerkamp
: Minor in agricultural business management

2005 – 2011
Orientation

: Carmel College Salland (Raalte, the Netherlands)
: Pre-university education (VWO) - Nature and Health

WORK EXPERIENCE

2013 – present
		
2018 – 2019
		
2019 – 2019
		

: Huetink bloembollen (Lemelerveld, the Netherlands)
General employee
: Nijk Agrarische dienstverlening (Dronten, the Netherlands)
Temporary worker
: Wageningen University (Wageningen, the Netherlands)
Image annotator

OTHER EXPERIENCE

2017 – 2022
2019 – 2022
2017 & 2018

: Member of drink committee “Heeren XVII”
: Member of reunion committee “Heeren XVII”
: Co-organiser smart fertilization day

Graduated: December 2022

Arjan Hendriks
Date of birth
Nationality
Telephone
E-mail 		
LinkedIn

: 13 August 1998
: Dutch
: +31 (0)6 - 464 127 66
: arjanhendriks98@outlook.com
: www.linkedin.com/in/arjanhendriks01

PERSONAL NOTE

My interest in the agricultural sector derives from growing up at an arable farm, which made me highly passionate about
dealing with practical agricultural problems and solving them in a structured and out-of-the-box style way. This is also one
of my main reasons to study Agrotechnology in Wageningen. Besides being structured, I am a very precise and driven
worker and I am eager to gain new knowledge in my future career.

------ LANGUAGES -----Dutch		
English		
German

●●●●●
●●●●●
●●●○○

---------- SKILLS ---------Project management
Microsoft Office
Business model
evaluat.			
Python		
MATLAB

●●●●○
●●●●●
●●●●○
●●●○○
●●●●○

Drivers Licence (B)

-------- INTERESTS -------Agriculture
Entrepreneurship
Designing
Technology

--------- HOBBIES --------Fitness
Skiing
Socialising

EDUCATION

2020 - present
Orientation
Thesis 		
		
Supervisors
Additional
		

: Wageningen University (Wageningen, the Netherlands)
: MSc Biosystems Engineering
: Evaluation of the SMARAGD crop operations model as a tool to
estimate task times in arable farming
: dr.ir. A. (Bert) van ‘t Ooster
: MSc Track Entrepreneurship
Minor in Sweden at the Sveriges Lantbruksuniversitet

2017 – 2019
Orientation
Thesis 		
		
Supervisors

: Wageningen University (Wageningen, the Netherlands)
: BSc Agrotechnology
: Evaluation of a V-shaped gutter designed to reduce in-house 		
ammonia
: Dr. M (Marjolein) Derks, Dr.ir. AJA (Andre) Aarnink

2011 – 2016
Orientation

: Pax Christi College (Druten, the Netherlands)
: Pre-university education (VWO) - Nature and Technology, 		
Nature and Health

WORK EXPERIENCE

Present		
		

: Allround worker at Agricultural farm Hendriks
Performing a variety of tasks at the agricultural farm at home 		
were we mostly grow seed potatoes. Besides this, I am also 		
		
closely involved in the management process.
		
2020 – 2022
: Odura advies en projecten B.V. (’s Hertogenbosch, the 			
		
Netherlands)
		
Energy Monitoring of a wide range of Companies
2021-2022
		

: ICT implementation employee at Zinzia (Wageningen, the 		
Netherlands)

OTHER EXPERIENCE

2021		

22

: Crop Protection License

Graduated: January 2023

Jordy Schennink
Date of birth
Nationality
Telephone
E-mail 		
LinkedIn

: 12 November 1998
: Dutch
: +31 (0)6 - 387 117 10
: j.schennink98@gmail.com
: https://www.linkedin.com/in/jordy-schennink-4b48ab15b/

PERSONAL NOTE

My personal interests are in arable crop production systems and its mechanisation. Furthermore, I like the logistics and
operational side of the agricultural sector. During my minor I followed some courses about business economics and crop
production. During my master I followed the Operational Research and Logistics track. In a professional environment, I am
precise, motivated and good in planning. In the future, I would like to do something with supply chains, planning or arable
farming. A combination with mechanisation would be nice.

------ LANGUAGES -----Dutch		
English		
German		

●●●●●
●●●●○
●○○○○

---------- SKILLS ---------Microsoft Office
Project management
Xpress Ive		
Python		
MATLAB

●●●●●
●●●●○
●●●●○
●●●○○
●●○○○

VCA basic safety
Drivers Licence (B+BE+T+C+CE +
code 95)

-------- INTERESTS --------

(Arable) Farming
Logistics
Planning
Machinery

--------- HOBBIES --------Darts
Cycling
Squash
Contact with friends

EDUCATION

2020 – present
Orientation
Thesis 		
		
		
Supervisors
Additional

: Wageningen University (Wageningen, the Netherlands)
: MSc Biosystems Engineering
: Allocation of gains and costs from optimizing manure distribution
and land exchange between dairy and arable farms in the 		
Netherlands
: dr. Argyris Kanellopoulos and dr. ir. Frits Claassen
: Operations Research and Logistics track

2017 – 2020
Orientation
Thesis 		
		
Supervisors

: Wageningen University (Wageningen, the Netherlands)
: BSc Agrotechnology
: Dynamic cropping-plan decision modelling under price and yield
uncertainty to improve soil fertility
: dr. ir. Frits Claassen and Maarten Kik MSC

2011 – 2017
Orientation
		

: Ludger College (Doetinchem, the Netherlands)
: Pre-university education (VWO) - Nature and Technology, 		
Nature and Health

WORK EXPERIENCE

2019 – present
		
		
		
2014 – present
		
		
2020 		
		
		

: Comfortmix B.V. & dairy farm Wiltink & van Ampting (Toldijk, the
Netherlands)
Allround employee in the production of lime products and at the
dairy farm
: Bloemenkamp Grondverzet B.V. (Doetinchem, the Netherlands)
Allround employee, main task are the transport of soil and placing
of electrical cables
: Wageningen University (Wageningen, the Netherlands)
Student assistant in the course Engineering Design for the 		
organisation of an excursion week along several companies in the
Netherlands

OTHER EXPERIENCE

2012 – present
2021		
		
2019 – 2020
		
2018 – 2019
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: Farm assistant on pigs farm of my uncle
: Volunteer at the Annual Introduction Days in Wageningen, where I
was mainly involved in the Logistics and build-up of the activities.
: International Excursion Committee at study association 		
“HeerenXVII”
: Education Quality Committee at study association “HeerenXVII”

Graduated: January 2023

Stan Jansen
Date of birth
Nationality
Telephone
E-mail 		
LinkedIn

: 17 June 1999
: Dutch
: +31 (0)6 – 522 895 95
: stan1.jansen@hotmail.com
: www.linkedin.com/in/stan-jansen1

PERSONAL NOTE

My interest in agriculture derives from working on the pig farm of my parents at an early age. I am a highly flexible and
hard working person that can deal with situations where a lot of uncertainty is present. In the past I have held positions in
different boards and experienced that I thrive greatly when I can bring together different people and resources to reach
the goal of an organisation. My agricultural-specific interests lie in a combination between consultancy and improving
existing processes in agriculture by means of new technology.

------ LANGUAGES -----Dutch		
English		
German

●●●●●
●●●●●
●●●●○

---------- SKILLS ---------Python		
R			
MatLab			
Project management

●●●●○
●●●●○
●●●○○
●●●●○

Drivers Licence (B, C + CE)

-------- INTERESTS -------Consultancy
Bioprocess design
Agriculture

--------- HOBBIES --------Boxing
Reading
Politics

EDUCATION

2020 - present
Orientation
Thesis 		
		
Supervisors

: Wageningen University (Wageningen, the Netherlands)
: MSc Biosystems Engineering
: Effectiveness of recirculating floor heating system in pig barns 		
measured with artificial pig
: dr. ir. A.J.A. (André) Aarnink & Paria Sefeedpari

2017 – 2020
Orientation
Thesis 		
		
Supervisors

: Wageningen University (Wageningen, the Netherlands)
: BSc Agrotechnology
: CO2- en CH4-productie uit mestkelders van melkveestallen, 		
gemeten met een opvouwbare fluxkamer
: dr.ir. N.W.M. (Nico) Ogink & ir. H.J.C. (Hendrik Jan) van Dooren

2011 – 2017
Orientation

: SG Groenewoud (Nijmegen, the Netherlands)
: Pre-university education (VWO) - Nature and Technology, 		
Nature and Health

WORK EXPERIENCE

2019 – present
		
2017 – present
		
2011 – present
		
2014 – 2016
		

: Handelsonderneming Coenen (Groesbeek, the Netherlands)
Driller (Drilling water wells mainly for farmers and civilians)
: Handelsonderneming Coenen (Groesbeek, the Netherlands)
Salesman (Selling all kinds of tools and industrial parts)
: Jansen Varkenshandel B.V. (Millingen aan de Rijn, the 			
Netherlands) Pig caregiver/All-round employee
: Klusbedrijf My Own (Millingen aan de Rijn, the Netherlands)
All-round employee

OTHER EXPERIENCE
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2020 – 2021
		
2019 – 2020
		
2018 – 2019
		

: Commisioner External Affairs of the board of Study Association
Agrotechnology & Biosystems Engineering (‘’Heeren XVII’’)
: Chairman of the board of Residents Association Hoevestein (flat
pub ‘’de Woeste Hoeve’’)
: Regular Board member of Residents Association Hoevestein (flat
pub ‘’de Woeste Hoeve’’)

2015 – 2016
2015 – 2017

: Goethe Deutsch Zertifikat (B2 level)
: Cambridge English Certificate in Advanced English (C1 level)

Graduated: January 2023

Bas Vullings
Date of birth
Nationality
Telephone
E-mail 		
LinkedIn

: 10 April 1999
: Dutch
: +31 (0)6 - 572 604 78
: basvullings@gmail.com
: https://www.linkedin.com/in/bas-vullings/

PERSONAL NOTE

I was born and raised on a dairy farm in Limburg. While helping on the farm at a young age I created a passion for technology in agriculture. This passion was the reason why I eventually chose to go to Wageningen for the BSc Agrotechnology.
During my studies I discovered that my interests are mainly found in remote sensing and machine vision. I am a calm and
dedicated person and therefore easy to work with.

------ LANGUAGES -----Dutch		
English		
German		

●●●●●
●●●●○
●●○○○

---------- SKILLS ---------Microsoft Office		
Python			
Autodesk inventor
MATLAB		
R (programming language)

●●●●○
●●●○○
●●○○○
●●●○○
●●○○○

Drivers Licence (B+T)

-------- INTERESTS --------

Machine Vision
Remote Sensing
Data analytics
Robotics
Artificial Intelligence

--------- HOBBIES --------Reading
Photography
Contact with family and friends

EDUCATION

2020 - present
Orientation
Thesis		
		
Supervisors
Additional

: Wageningen University (Wageningen, the Netherlands)
: MSc Biosystems Engineering
: Individual Plant Segmentation from UAV LiDAR Data in Maize and
Sugar Beet
: dr. ir. L. (Lammert) Kooistra & B. (Benjamin) Brede
: MSc Track Geo-information Science & Remote Sensing

2017 – 2020
Orientation
Minor 		
Thesis		
Supervisors

: Wageningen University (Wageningen, the Netherlands)
: BSc Agrotechnology (BAT)
: Data-driven Machine Learning Robotics
: Improving Sunlight Correction of a Multispectral Imaging System
: dr.ir. C.W. (Wouter) Bac & Dr.ir. H.A. (Haris Ahmad) Khan

2011 – 2017
Orientation

: Dendron College (Horst, the Netherlands)
: Pre-university education (VWO) - Nature and Health, 			
Nature and Technology

WORK EXPERIENCE

2019 – present : Freelance Editor (Wageningen, the Netherlands)
		
		

2021		

: Equipment operator at Kamper Group (Burdett, Canada)

2017 – 2020

: Co-Founder AgriForum Wageningen (Wageningen, the 		
Netherlands)

		
		

		
		

Worked for 2 months on an arable farm in Alberta, Canada. During my time abroad. I
mainly helped with potato harvest and experienced the ins and outs of a Canadian farm.

Startup of a platform for promotion of and informing about Dutch Agriculture among
WUR students and employees.

2012 – 2020
		

: Assistant on Arable farms and Dairy farms (Evertsoord, the 		
Netherlands)

2021 – present

: Member of CAS committee for Wageningen University

2019 – present

: Member of Programme committee of BAT and MBE

2018 – present
		

: Member of various committees within study association Heeren 		
XVII

2019 – 2020
		

: Board member of study association Heeren XVII (Secretary & 		
Chair)

OTHER EXPERIENCE
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With a group of students we write user reports for magazine Veehouderij Techniek. By
making these reports my writing, interviewing and photography skills improved.

		
		

The CAS is responsible for financial support of study- and student associations. 		
Therefore, I learned to have a critical look on budgets and settlements.
I’ve learned to formulate and express my opinion regarding the content and structure
of the studies.

Organizing events, creating a yearbook, creating and maintaining database, create 		
merchandise, photography.

As a board member I mainly focussed on improving various processes as 			
documentation, communication and member administration.

Graduated: January 2023

Luis Angel Ponce Pacheco
Date of birth
Nationality
Telephone
E-mail 		
LinkedIn

: 27 January 1993
: Mexican
: +31 (0)6 - 130 658 52
: poncepacheco.36@gmail.com
: www.linkedin.com/in/luisponcepacheco36

PERSONAL NOTE

My personal interests are mainly in the automation of current production systems. I worked a lot with machine learning,
machine vision and the programming of robots, as where my master thesis also was about. For working, I am a precise and
driven working. In the future I like to work in the agricultural sector, and contribute to the development of mechanization
and automation of industrial and agroindustrial production, achieving quality through continuous improvement of all the
activities that I perform as an engineer in my daily work.

------ LANGUAGES -----Spanish		
English		
Dutch		

●●●●●
●●●●○
●○○○○

---------- SKILLS ---------Python		
SolidWorks
Java		
MATLAB
Machinist*

●●●●○
●●●●○
●●●○○
●●●○○
●●●●●

*Conventional lathe, milling
machine, driller, welder
Drivers Licence (International)

-------- INTERESTS -------Machine Learning
Robotics
Machinery

--------- HOBBIES --------Rugby
Cycling
Reading

EDUCATION

2021 - 2023
Orientation
Thesis 		
		

		
		
		
Supervisors
Additional
2010 – 2014
Orientation
Thesis 		
		
		
		
2007 – 2010
Orientation

WORK EXPERIENCE

2020 – 2021
		
		
2019 – 2020
		
		
2018 – 2019
		
		
2015 – 2018
		
2013 		
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: Wageningen University (Wageningen, the Netherlands)
: MSc Biosystems Engineering
: “Grasp pose estimation and manipulation of objects”
Manipulating is an important task for robots in processing 		
industry, where they are required to grasp objects from a 		
cluttered pile and manipulate them. To do so, robots require
to perform sematic segmentation, pose estimation and path 		
planning using deep learning algorithms.
: dr. Rekha Raja & Dr. Eldert Van Henten
: MSc Farm Technology Group
: Chapingo Autonomous University (Texcoco, Mexico)
: BSc Agricultural Mechanical Engineering
: “Calculation and construction of a vehicle powered by 		
photovoltaic energy”.
BSc focused on the design, manufacture, automation, 			
administration, maintenance and repair of machinery and 		
equipment for agricultural and agro-industrial production.
: Chapingo Autonomous University school (Texcoco, Mexico)
: Agricultural high school

: SITEA (Texcoco, State of Mexico, Mexico)
Construction superintendent. Maintenance to vertical water 		
pumps and irrigation systems. Company focused on agricultural
projects.
: Bonasa (Puebla, Puebla, Mexico)
Engineer for improvement and development. Research and 		
Improvement of new products. Company manufacturer of water
pumps and agricultural implements.
: BMI (Puebla, Puebla, Mexico)
Mechanical engineer. Conversion of the transmission of 		
agricultural tractors. Company manufacturer of agricultural 		
implements and machinery, mainly sugar cane lifters.
: Loagro, Agricola Xalco (Chalco, State of Mexico, Mexico)
Production supervisor. Coordinate and supervise work within the
factory. Company manufacturer of agricultural implements.
: Biloxi Agro Import (Juliaca, Puno, Peru)
Bachelor Internship on a factory of agricultural implements.

Graduated: Februari 2023

Harm van Dinther
Date of birth
Nationality
Telephone
E-mail 		
LinkedIn

: 28 January 1999
: Dutch
: +31 (0)6 - 552 852 89
: harmvandinther@gmail.com
: www.linkedin.com/in/harmvandinther

PERSONAL NOTE

I grew up on a dairy farm, where I gained my interest in the agricultural sector. In my study program I specialized in using
remote sensing for farming purposes. For working, I’m calm and precise. In the future I like to work in the agricultural sector,
where I can combine technology and farming for practical purposes, for example in R&D.

------ LANGUAGES -----Dutch		
English		

●●●●●
●●●●○

---------- SKILLS ---------Python		
Microsoft Office
Geospatial data
processing
MATLAB
Autodesk Inventor

●●●●○
●●●●○
●●●○○
●●○○○
●●○○○

Drivers Licence (B+T)

-------- INTERESTS --------

Precision farming
Remote sensing
Data analysis
Agricultural machinery

--------- HOBBIES --------Squashing
Swimming
Contact with family and friends

EDUCATION

2020 – present : Wageningen University (Wageningen, the Netherlands)
Orientation
: MSc Biosystems Engineering
Thesis		
: “Using Sentinel-1/2 data, supplemented with Landsat, for 		
detection and classification of cover crops in the Netherlands,
		
and to estimate their growth duration.”
Supervisors
: dr.ir. JGPW (Jan) Clevers & ir. GJ (Gerbert) Roerink
Additional
: MSc Track Geo-information & Remote Sensing
2017 – 2020
Orientation
Thesis		
		
		
		
Supervisor

: Wageningen University (Wageningen, the Netherlands)
: BSc Agrotechnology
: “Analysis and redesign of hatching and raising of roosters and 		
hens in the barn.”
Awarded the International Student Prize 2021 by the CLAAS 		
Foundation (Harsewinkel, Germany).
: dr. M (Marjolein) Derks

2011 – 2017
Orientation

: Gymnasium Bernrode (Heeswijk-Dinther, the Netherlands)
: Pre-university education (VWO) - Nature and Technology, 		
Nature and Health

WORK EXPERIENCE

2013 – present
		
2021		
		
2018 – 2019
		

: Dairy farm Van Dinther-Van Erp (Geffen, the Netherlands)
All-round employee
: Plant nursery Joost Sterke (Haaren, the Netherlands)
All-round employee
: FPH Ploegmakers, contracting company (Vinkel, the Netherlands)
Equipment operator

OTHER EXPERIENCE

2018 – 2020
		
		
		
2018 – 2020
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: Board member of Woeste Hoeve (Wageningen, the Netherlands)
The Woeste Hoeve is a student pub below the flat Hoevestein. I
was part of a board of students that voluntarily managed and ran
the pub.
: Member of Redactie
A committee within study association HeerenXVII. Together with
the other members of the committee I created the periodically 		
magazine of the study association, called the “HaiTech”.

Graduated: February 2023

Mathijs Tilma
Date of birth
Nationality
Telephone
E-mail 		
LinkedIn

: 10 June 1999
: Dutch
: +31 (0)6 – 233 212 17
: mtilma9@gmail.com
: www.linkedin.com/in/mathijs-tilma

PERSONAL NOTE

I am a hard-working ambitious person with a passion for engineering and agriculture. I am interested to see the development of machines that are used in agriculture, for example, to perform and improve precision farming methods. I am
familiar with multiple programming languages and mechanical calculations. During my holiday job, I required practical
experience with a wide range of mechanical machines. In the future, I like to find a place where I can combine my technical
skills with my passion for agriculture.

------ LANGUAGES -----Dutch		
English		
German

		

●●●●●
●●●●○
●○○○○

---------- SKILLS ---------MATLAB
Python		
Solidworks		
C++		
R			
Java			

●●●●○
●●●○○
●●●○○
●○○○○
●○○○○
●○○○○

EDUCATION

2021 - present
Orientation
Thesis 		
		
Supervisors
		

: Wageningen University (Wageningen, the Netherlands)
: MSc Biosystems Engineering
: Design for mechanical management of living mulch without 		
disturbing the soil (subject to change)
: dr. Fatima-Zahra Abou Eddahab-Burke & dr. M. (Marjolein) 		
Derks

2017 – 2021
Orientation
Thesis 		
Supervisors

: University of Twente (Enschede, the Netherlands)
: BSc Mechanical Engineering
: Design of a prehensile mechanism for the removal of weeds
: ir. W. (Wieteke) de Kogel-Polak

2011 – 2017
Orientation

: Emelwerda College (Emmeloord, the Netherlands)
: Pre-university education (VWO) - Nature and Technology, 		
Nature and Health

Drivers Licence (B+BE+T)

-------- INTERESTS -------Precision Farming
Robotics
Designing
Mechanics

--------- HOBBIES --------Soccer
Running
Formula 1
Contact with family and friends
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WORK EXPERIENCE

2011 – present : VOF de Feijter Tuinbouw (Emmeloord, the Netherlands)
		
Holiday/Weekend job performing width spread of function such
		
as operating heavy machinery or managing groups up to 10.

OTHER EXPERIENCE

2020-present
		

: Board member/treasurer of Grastival, a group of adolescents
organising a one day festival for around 1750 people.

Graduated: February 2023

Tim van Seters
Date of birth
Nationality
Telephone
E-mail 		
LinkedIn

: 16 February 1999
: Dutch
: +31 (0)6 - 315 716 86
: wjseters@gmail.com
: www.linkedin.com/in/timvanseters

PERSONAL NOTE

Curious 2nd year graduate in Biosystems Engineering. Currently looking for an internship from September 2022 for 24 ECTS
where I can develop more domain knowledge of horticulture and energy management. Also, I would like to expand my
knowledge on crop science and data analysis. I estimate to graduate around February 2022.

------ LANGUAGES -----Dutch		
English		
German		

●●●●●
●●●●○
●●○○○

---------- SKILLS ---------Python		
Machine learning
R		
Project management

●●●●○
●●●●○
●●●○○
●●●●○

Drivers Licence (B)

-------- INTERESTS --------

Machine Learning
Greenhouse Control
Energy Management
Agrarian History

--------- HOBBIES --------Cycling
Walking
Piano

EDUCATION

2020 – present
Orientation
Thesis 		
		
Supervisors
		

: Wageningen University & Research
: MSc Biosystems Engineering (Farm Technology)
: Optimal supplemental light control for lettuce production with
reinforcement learning
: dr. Sjoerd Boersma, Anna Petropoulou (MSc) & dr. Cecilia 		
Stanghellini

2017 – 2020
Orientation
Thesis		
		
Supervisors
Minor		
Additional

: Technische Universiteit Delft & Universiteit Leiden
: BSc Molecular Science & Technology (j.d.)
: Kidney stone detection in microfluidics: a computer vision 		
approach
: Vikram Korede (MSc), Fatma Ibis (MSc), dr. Burak Eral
: Concepts in crop modelling (WUR)
: Honours College Leiden (+30 EC)

2011 – 2017
Orientation
		

: Christelijk Lyceum Delft
: Pre-university education (VWO) - Nature and Technology with 		
Technasium

WORK EXPERIENCE

2013 – present : van Seters B.V. (Spray roses nursery in De Lier)
		
Zelfstandig Teeltmedewerker
2021		
: Plantion B.V. (Flower auction in Ede)
		

OTHER EXPERIENCE

2018 – 2019
2015		
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: Treasurer of study association “Leiden Honours Community”
: Language exchange Kamp Lintfort (DE)

Graduated: March 2023

Niels van der Geest
Date of birth
Nationality
Telephone
E-mail 		
LinkedIn

: 29 March 1997
: Dutch
: +31 (0)6 - 363 813 97
: nielsvandergeest@gmail.com
: https://www.linkedin.com/in/niels-van-der-geest-915a18140/

PERSONAL NOTE

During my studies in Wageningen and abroad I focussed mainly on the automation and optimization of agricultural processes. I am passionate and interested in technology related to agriculture and looking for an interesting internship for a
period of four months from November 2022 onwards. Next to my studies I developed myself with social, organizational
and management skills with several roles in committees and especially during my full time board year.

------ LANGUAGES -----Dutch		
English		
German

		

●●●●●
●●●●○
●○○○○

---------- SKILLS ---------Project management
Organizational		
Modelling		
Microsoft Office		
Python		
MATLAB
AutoCAD
R statistics

●●●●○
●●●●○
●●●●○
●●●●○
●●●●○
●●●●○
●●○○○
●●○○○

Drivers Licences (B+BE+T)

-------- INTERESTS -------Agriculture mechanization
Farm technology
Project management

EDUCATION

2021 – present
Orientation
Thesis		
		
Supervisors

: Wageningen University (Wageningen, the Netherlands)
: MSc Biosystems Engineering
: Model based evaluation of the performance of the heat battery
in greenhouses for multiple crops
: dr. ir. A. (Bert) van ‘t Ooster

2019 		
		
Orientation

: Erasmus exchange Swedish University of Agricultural Sciences 		
(Uppsala, Sweden)
: Wood science and sustainable plant production		

2016 – 2020
Orientation
Thesis		
		
Supervisors

: Wageningen University (Wageningen, the Netherlands)
: BSc Agrotechnology
: Stakeholder perspectives on the challenges and solutions in the
peat meadow area the Ronde Hoep
: dr. M. (Marjolein) Derks, drs. A.P.H.M. (Arni) Janssen

2010 – 2015
Orientation
		

: Kaj Munk college (Hoofddorp, the Netherlands)
: Pre-university education (VWO) - Nature and Technology, 		
Nature and Health

WORK EXPERIENCE

2010 – present
		
2015-2016
		

: Firma N.C. Van der Geest (Rijsenhout, the Netherlands)
All round employee on flower and bulb company
: Domino’s pizza (Hoofddorp, The Netherlands)
Deliverer of food products

OTHER EXPERIENCE

2019 - 2020
		
Activities
		
Workload
2017 – 2018
		
2017 – 2018
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: Full time board year of student association “K.S.V. St. Franciscus
Xaverius
: Responsibility for all communication, assuring general wellbeing
of over 800 members, managing committees.
: about 60-70 hours a week.
: Board supporting committee of student association “K.S.V. Sint
Franciscus Xaverius” (Wageningen, The Netherlands)
: Committee work at study association “Heeren XVII” (Wagenin		
gen, The Netherlands)

Graduated: July 2023

Bram Teurlinx
Date of birth
Nationality
Telephone
E-mail 		
LinkedIn

: 4 Augustus 2000
: Dutch
: +31 (0)6 – 209 105 49
: bramteurlinx@gmail.com
: https://www.linkedin.com/in/bram-teurlinx-007057171/

PERSONAL NOTE

Growing up on a veal farm, I was interested in both animals and the technology around them from an early age. As a farmer’s son I was triggered by the social debate regarding the agricultural sector. I realised that there was a lot that still could
be optimised/automised. This was one of my reasons to choose for the BSc Agrotechnology at Wageningen University &
Research. During my studies, I followed courses regarding data analysis, machine learning and deep learning which I really
enjoyed. The combination of these subjects with the agricultural practise is what I like doing.

------ LANGUAGES -----Dutch		
English		
German

		

●●●●●
●●●●○
●●○○○

---------- SKILLS ---------Python		
Project management
Microsoft Office
Autodesk Inventor
SQL			
Java			

●●●●○
●●●●○
●●●●○
●●●○○
●●○○○
●●○○○

Drivers Licence (B)

-------- INTERESTS --------

Machine Learning
Data analysis
Deep Learning
Machine Vision

--------- HOBBIES --------Farm Work
Running
Soccer
Contact with family and friends
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EDUCATION

2021 - present
Orientation

: Wageningen University (Wageningen, the Netherlands)
: MSc Biosystems Engineering

2018 – 2021
Orientation
Thesis 		
		
Supervisors
		

: Wageningen University (Wageningen, the Netherlands)
: BSc Agrotechnology
: Modelling and Predicting Dry Matter Grass Growth for Sport 		
Pitches
: dr. WSK (Will) Hurst, prof. dr. ir. GB (Gerlinde) de Deyn and dr. ir.
L. (Lammert) Kooistra

2012 – 2018
Orientation

: Maurick College (Vught, the Netherlands)
: Pre-university education (VWO) - Nature and Technology

WORK EXPERIENCE

2021 – present
		
2020 – present
		
2018 – present
		
2021 – 2022
		
2021-2022
		
		

: WageningenX (Wageningen, the Netherlands)
Moderating and testing EdX MOOC: Big Data for Agri-Food
: Matador B.V. (Helvoirt, the Netherlands)
Assembly worker
: B.Teurlinx (Helvoirt, the Netherlands)
Freelancer in the product promotion and logistic sector
: De Groot Bewerkingsmachines (Rosmalen, the Netherlands)
Implementing sales software
: Wageningen University & Research (Wageningen, the 			
Netherlands)
Student assistant educational team BSc Agrotechnology

OTHER EXPERIENCE

2021 – present
		
2019 – present
		
– present
2021 – 2022
		
2020 – 2021
		
2016 – 2018

: Member of the company market committee of study association
“Heeren XVII”
: Member of the Sports and Activity committee of study association
“Heeren XVII”
: Helping on parents veal farm
: Board member as Commissioner of External Affairs of study 		
association “Heeren XVII”
: Member of the data management committee of study association
“Heeren XVII”
: Soccer referee of the Dutch football association KNVB

Graduated: July 2023

Dide van Teeffelen
Date of birth
Nationality
Telephone
E-mail 		
LinkedIn

: 31 July 1998
: Dutch
: +31 (0)6 – 308 080 36
: didesofie@hotmail.com
: www.linkedin.com/in/dide-van-teeffelen

PERSONAL NOTE

During my bachelors I decided to broaden my knowledge with courses from mechanics to business. In my master I specified more, focused on AI, machine learning, and software engineering. Besides my study, I was an active member of the
study association and also did a board year there. I am a calm and driven person that does not shy away from challenges
and who likes to keep learning. From February 2023 onwards, I am looking for an internship of four months.

------ LANGUAGES -----Dutch		
English		
German

●●●●●
●●●●○
●●○○○

---------- SKILLS ---------Microsoft Office
Python		
CAD		
MATLAB
Adobe CC
SQL			
JAVA			

●●●●●
●●●●○
●●●○○
●●●○○
●●○○○
●●○○○
●○○○○

Drivers Licence (B)

-------- INTERESTS -------Machine Learning
Software Engineering
Crop Production
Machine Vision

--------- HOBBIES --------Sports
Contact with family and friends
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EDUCATION

2021 - present
Orientation

: Wageningen University (Wageningen, the Netherlands)
: MSc Biosystems Engineering

2018 – 2021
Orientation
Thesis		
Supervisors
		

: Wageningen University (Wageningen, the Netherlands)
: BSc Agrotechnology
: Robotic plant phenotyping using multi-view perception
: dr. GW (Gert) Kootstra, dr. B (Bolai) Xin, AK (Akshay Kumar) 		
Burusa MSc

2017 – 2018
Orientation

: VAVO (Roosendaal, the Netherlands)
: Pre-university education (VWO) - Nature and Technology, 		
Nature and Health

2011 – 2017
Orientation

: KSE (Etten-Leur, the Netherlands)
: Pre-university education (VWO) – Culture and Society

WORK EXPERIENCE

2015 – present
		
2020 – present
		
		
		
		

: Praxis (Etten-Leur, the Netherlands)
Cashier, Shop Assistant
: Wageningen University (Wageningen, the Netherlands)
Student-assistant for the educational team of Biosystems 		
Engineering
Here I organized things like an online trial study, a matching day
and a preparation week, all for new students joining the 		
bachelors or the masters.

OTHER EXPERIENCE

2022 – present
		
2021 – present
		
2020 – present
		
2019 – present
		
2021 – 2022
		
2019 – 2020
		
2013 – 2016

: Member of the Parentsday Committee of study association 		
“Heeren XVII”
: Member of the Educational Quality Committee of study
association “Heeren XVII”
: Member of the Data Committee of study association “Heeren 		
XVII”
: Member of the Reunion Committee of study association “Heeren
XVII”
: Board member as Commissioner of Internal affairs of study 		
association “Heeren XVII”
: Member of the Almanac Committee of study association 		
”Heeren XVII”
: Trainer at Hockeyclub Etten-Leur

Graduated: August 2023

Joy Chigozie Anene-Amaechi
Date of birth
Nationality
Telephone
E-mail 		
LinkedIn

: 25 August 1995
: Nigerian
: +31 (0)6 338 914 61
: joyibuodinma95@gmail.com
: https://www.linkedin.com/in/joy-c-anene-amaechi-002107220

PERSONAL NOTE

I am an enthusiastic engineer with exceptional interdisciplinary skills in merging quantitative and qualitative research methodologies to solve practical problems of biosystems and its services. My portfolio of learned skills, successes and honours
demonstrate that I am a smart, disciplined, industrious, and goal oriented. When it comes to completing my jobs, I place
high emphasis on teamwork and good leadership with the aim of increasing the organization’s overall productivity.

------ LANGUAGES ------

English		
Igbo
		
Malay			
Dutch
		

●●●●●
●●●●○
●●○○○
●○○○○

---------- SKILLS ---------Minitab , SPSS
SuperproDesigner
Data(SQL, BI & Tableau)
Prog.(Python, MATLAB)
CFD modelling		
AutoCAD		
Microsoft Office
Scientific research and writing
Teamwork Skills
Leadership Skills
Teaching Skills

-------- INTERESTS --------

Biobased soft materials
Food & Bioprocess Engineering
Packaging materials &Technology
Environmental Technology
Data analysis

--------- HOBBIES --------Hiking, Dancing, Travelling,
Reading, Volleyball, Swimming
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EDUCATION

2021 – present
Orientation
Thesis 		
Supervisors

: Wageningen University (Wageningen, the Netherlands)
: MSc Biosystems Engineering
: Biobased Chemistry and Environmental Technology Thesis Track
: Yet to be determined

2020 – Present : University of Putra, Malaysia (UPM)
Orientation
: MSc by Research (Agricultural Process Engineering)
Thesis 		
: Moisture Sorption isotherms and Models of Pectin Based fruit
		
puree films for improved shelf-life prediction
Supervisors
: prof. Rosnita A. Talib, Prof. Siti Hajar Othman
2012 – 2017
Orientation
Thesis		
Supervisors
Additional

: Nnamdi Azikwe University Awka (Anambra , Nigeria )
: B.Eng Agricultural and Bioresources Engineering (ABE)
: Development and Evaluation of a Freeze-dryer.
: prof. Nwajinka C.O.
: Awarded First class Honours – Overall Best graduating student

WORK EXPERIENCE

2018 – 2021
		
		

: Nnamdi Azikwe University, Awka (Nigeria) Department of 		
Agricultural and Bioresources Engineering (ABE)
Graduate Research Assistant

2019 – 2020
		

: Mathematics world of Excellence (Anambra, Nigeria)
Resource Personnel

2016 – 2016
		
		

: Flourmills of Nigeria, Golden Penny Pasta Agbara Division (Ogun,
Nig.)
Process Engineering Intern.

2014 - 2017
		

: DOA Engineering (Lagos, Nigeria)
Engineering club Instructor

OTHER EXPERIENCE

2022 – present : Member Master Committee of Heeren XVII
2019 – 2021
: ABE department Board Secretary
2019 – 2021
: Students Co-Advisor in ABE
2015 – 2016
: Vice President Society of Agricultural and Bioresources 			
		
Engineering students (SABES)
2012 – 2017
: Students Representative of Class of 2012 ABE
2015 – 2016
: Trainer & Coach of pupil football team

Graduated: August 2023

Ida K.I. Ngongkum
Date of birth
Nationality
Telephone
E-mail 		
LinkedIn

: 19 May 1996
: Cameroonian
: +31 (0)6 - 264 136 28
: ida.ngongkum@gmail.com
: www.linkedin.com/in/ida-ngongkum

PERSONAL NOTE

A clean energy enthusiast who is passionate about environmental sustainability and circular economy. Detailoriented, smart, conscientious, and hardworking, with a good comprehension of the underlying principles in
engineering and their application in solving problems. I am organized, quick to pick up new skills, versatile and eager to
learn from others. I work effectively both individually and with all levels of employees in cross-functional teams.

------ LANGUAGES -----English		
French		
German

●●●●●
●●●●○
●○○○○

---------- SKILLS ---------SuperProDesigner
CFD Modeling			
Programming (Python, MATLAB)
AutoCAD
Financial Modeling
MS Office		
Business Research
Collaboration/ Teamwork
Oral and Written Communication

-------- INTERESTS -------Environmental Technology
Chemical and Process Engineering

--------- HOBBIES --------Reading
Contact with family and friends
Hiking
Traveling
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EDUCATION

2021 – present
Orientation
Thesis track
Supervisor

: Wageningen University (Wageningen, the Netherlands)
: MSc Biosystems Engineering
: Environmental Technology/Biobased Chemistry and Technology
: Yet to be determined

2015 – 2019
		
Orientation
Thesis 		
		
Supervisor
Additional

: Kwame Nkrumah University of Science and Technology 		
(KNUST), Ghana
: BSc Petrochemical Engineering
: Plant Design for production of Ethylene Glycol from Natural gas
through synthesis gas
: dr. Martina F. Baidoo
: Awarded First Class Honors - Overall best graduating student

2007 – 2014
Orientation
		

: Our Lady of Lourdes College, Mankon, Cameroon
: Cameroon General Certificate of Education examination, 		
Advanced Level - Science track

WORK EXPERIENCE

2019 – 2020
		

: Genser Energy Ghana Limited (Ghana)
Business Development Analyst

2019		
		

: Volta Aluminum Company Limited (Ghana)
Intern

2018
		

: National Refining Company (Cameroon)
Quality Assurance and Control Intern

OTHER EXPERIENCE

2019 – 2020
2017 – 2019
		
2017 – 2018

: Intern, Sponsors for Educational Opportunity (SEO) Africa
: Peer mentor, Association of Petrochemical Engineering 		
Students (APCES), KNUST
: Academic board committee member, APCES KNUST

Graduated: September 2023

Ralph Ali Yahia
Date of birth
Nationality
Telephone
E-mail 		
LinkedIn

: 4 Janurary 1997
: French/ Mauritian
: +31 (0)6 - 132 594 22
: ralph.aliyahia@wur.nl
: www.linkedin.com/in/ralph-aliyahia/

PERSONAL NOTE

I have personal interests in the integration of biosystems for energy production and also in the automatisation of farming
processes. I have a background in renewable energy, data analysis and I am currently working with robot programming.
I would consider myself as an driven individual that has ease to adapt to different working environment and tasks. In the
future I would like to work in both the agricultural and energy sector, especially with renewable energies and robotisation
of processes.

------ LANGUAGES -----English		
French		
Spanish

●●●●●
●●●●○
●●○○○

---------- SKILLS ---------Python		
Project management
Business plan writing
Accounting

●●●○○
●●●●○
●●○○○
●●●○○

First AID
Drivers Licence (B)

-------- INTERESTS --------

Energy Audit
Bioprocess design
Data analysis
System Design

---- HOBBIES----Swimming
Squash
Climbing
Trail Running
Kitesurfing
Sailing

EDUCATION

2021 - Present
Orientation

: Wageningen University (Wageningen, the Netherlands)
: MSc Biosystems Engineering

2017 – 2020
Orientation
Thesis 		
Supervisors

: Southampton Solent University (Southampton, United Kingdom)
: BEng Renewable Energy Engineering
: Floating Photovoltaic System Design
: dr. Chris Paterson, dr. Jonathan Ridley and dr. Janet Bonar

2015 – 2017
Orientation

: Algonquin College (Ottawa, Canada)
: Diploma in Environmental Studies- Nature and Technology 		

2012 – 2015
Orientation

: Lycée des Mascareignes (Moka, Mauritius Island)
: Scientific French Baccalaureate (Bac)

WORK EXPERIENCE

May – Aug 2021 : Business Mauritius (Ebene, Mauritius Island)
		
Internship: Project Management in Sustainability and Inclusive
growth, Coordination of the different actors, Data gathering for
		
energy audits.
Jan – May 2021 : Qair Energy Group (Cascavelle, Mauritius Island)
		
Internship: Data Analysis, Implementation of tools/devices for
		
on site data gathering, Enhancement of energy production model
Sept – Dec 2020 : Ecoasis Energy Group (Phoenix, Mauritius)
		
Internship: Design and Engineering of Photovoltaic systems, Use
		
and analysis of energy monitoring data (IoT), assistance in CAD
		
drawing.
2018 – 2019
		

: Lakaz Maman (Southampton, UK)
Restaurant waiter, Kitchen help

Mar – Jul 2017 : Earth and Water (Perth, Western Australia)
		
Landscaper

OTHER EXPERIENCE
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2020 – 2021
2016 – 2017
2014 – 2015

: Active Member of Reef Conservation NGO (Mauritius)
: MSCPA volunteer (Montreal, Quebec, Canada)
: Part of a Project on Solar Desalination (Mauritius)

Graduated: September 2023

Geert van Maldegem
Date of birth
Nationality
Telephone
E-mail 		
LinkedIn

: 19 November 1999
: Dutch
: +31 (0)6 – 112 12 761
: geertvanmaldegem@outlook.com
: www.linkedin.com/in/geertvanmaldegem

PERSONAL NOTE

Born and raised on an arable farm. Because of this I have a passion for the agricultural sector. Especially precision farming
is what I find really interesting. That is why, in both the bachelor and the master, I have chosen subjects on crops, robotics
and data processing. Next to studying I also really enjoy doing volunteer work for the study association Heeren XVII. In the
future I would like to work as a product or project manager, combining the theoretical knowledge that I gained in Wageningen with the practical knowledge from my work experiences.

------ LANGUAGES -----Dutch		
English		
German

●●●●●
●●●●●
●●○○○

---------- SKILLS ---------Arable farming		
Project management
Python		
Autodesk inventor
Graphical design

●●●●●
●●●●○
●●●●○
●●●○○
●●●○○

Drivers Licence (B+T)
Uitvoeren gewasbescherming

-------- INTERESTS -------Machine vision
Bioprocess design
Data analysis
Arable farming

--------- HOBBIES --------Agricultural mechanisation
Novel farm technologies
Farm work
Contact with family and friends
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EDUCATION

2021 – present : Wageningen University (Wageningen, the Netherlands)
Orientation
: MSc Biosystems Engineering
2018 – 2021
Orientation
Thesis		
Supervisors

: Wageningen University (Wageningen, the Netherlands)
: BSc Agrotechnology
: Influence of management decisions on yield and soil quality
: dr.ir. G.D.H. (Frits) Claassen, M.C. (Maarten) Kik MSc

2012 – 2018
Orientation

: Kamerlingh Onnes College (Groningen, the Netherlands)
: Pre-university education (VWO) - Nature and Health

WORK EXPERIENCE

2010 – present : Farm assistant on parent farm. (Vierhuizen, the Netherlands):
		
Assisting in all activities on arable farm with main produce 		
		
being seed potatoes.
2022 – present : Student assistant WUR (Wageningen, the Netherlands):
		
Helping the educational team of Biosystems Engineering with
		
developing a lesson series on basic study related knowledge.
2020 – 2021
		
		

: Student assistant WUR (Wageningen, the Netherlands):
Developer of an online trial study for high school students to aid
them in making the right study choice

OTHER EXPERIENCE

2020 – 2021
: Chairman and secretary of study association Heeren XVII
2018 – present : Heeren XVII committee member of: P3-commissie, Redactie, 		
		
Mastercommittee.

Join us on our
journey to superior
chick quality
Be disruptive - change
the game with us!
We don’t just focus on your education;
we also want to know:

•
•
•

What do you find interesting?
What are you passionate about?
What do you look for in a job?

This is where your true talent lies!
At HatchTech, our employees are the driving force
behind our success – providing the creativity,
innovation and energy required to carry out our
mission. We want people who can see past triedand-tested approaches, and bring us to the brink
of the impossible. Could that be you?

“HatchTech allows me to
be creative. Each day, I am
challenged to come up with
smart and reliable solutions
for complex problems, which
I find extremely rewarding.”
Niek van den Top MSc,
Product Engineer at HatchTech
Studied Biosystems Engineering (WUR)

Join us! View our open vacancies at
www.hatchtech.com/jobs

www.hatchtech.com
Plesmanstraat 33

3905 KZ Veenendaal

The Netherlands

+31 318 512 511

info@hatchtech.com

STUDY PROGRAMME BSc AGROTECHNOLOGY
The study programme Biosystems Engineering consists of a bachelor programme (BSc) of three years (180
credits) and a master programme (MSc) of two years (120 credits). One year study corresponds to 60 credits.
At the end of the BSc the student gets the title Bachelor of Science (BSc). After that there is a possibility to
continue with the MSc Biosystems Engineering. After completing the MSc study programme the student
gets the title Master of Science. The BSc and MSc titles are internationally known and indicate that the
student finished a scientific study.

BSc AGROTECHNOLOGY (IN DUTCH: BSc AGROTECHNOLOGIE)

The BSc Agrotechnology is unique in the Netherlands. The program is unique because it integrates knowledge
of technology and living (higher) organisms through a system approach, taking into account the need for
sustainable production of food, non-food and raw materials. An important characteristic of the program
is the focus on design and technology for an unstructured, highly variable environment that is difficult
to control. The goal of the bachelor programme is providing understanding of the basic disciplines of
Biosystems Engineering and the awareness of a multidisciplinary approach. The three years of the bachelor
have different functions in the education.
OVERVIEW OF BACHELOR PROGRAMME
COMPONENT			
SIZE (credits)
Compulsory courses		
114
Restricted optionals		
12
Bachelor thesis			
24
Free choice			
30
Total Bachelor			
180
Important learning purposes of the study are:
DOMAIN-SPECIFIC KNOWLEDGE AND UNDERSTANDING
Understand and fathom - through a systematic approach - the technology needed for the production
of food, non-food and raw materials;
To understand the underlying biology of an agro-production, with an emphasis on the factors that
influence the growth and can be controlled through technology;
To understand the interaction and the role of various stakeholders in the agricultural production
chain and society;
To adjust the relevant knowledge of mathematics, physics, chemistry and biology to biosystems
engineering related problems;
To apply engineering principles and specific agro-technology related methods to biosystems
engineering related problems;
SPECIFIC ACADEMIC SKILLS
To apply the different steps of a scientific research or design process of a project to from setting up
the project plan till carrying out the research or to make a design;
Collecting and interpreted biosystems engineering related data with the purpose of observing,
monitoring and managing of agricultural production systems;
DOMAIN-SPECIFIC SKILLS
To apply different programming methodologies for measuring, modeling, system analysis,
mathematics and statistics;
To design and evaluate technology for an agricultural production system and in relation to different
conditions through a methodic way;
ACADEMIC SKILLS
Communicate both in speaking and in writing with regard to ideas, problems, solutions as a result
of an research or a project with both specialists and non-specialists in Dutch and English where
necessary;
Be able to work in a team;
Make an assessment on social needs and constraints in relation to biosystems engineering;
To collect information in the field of agro-technology and assess the value of this information;
To design and plan a private learning path with the main goal of learning your whole life.
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STUDY PROGRAMME BSc AGROTECHNOLOGY
FIRST YEAR (BSc-1)

The first year of the study is mainly introductory and contains a wide range of subjects. All courses of the
BSc-1 are compulsory; an overview of the courses is given in Table 2. The students get acquainted with
different disciplines and different types of problems are presented. Skills as Oral presenting and Information
literacy are also integrated in different courses.
OVERVIEW OF BSc-1 COURSES
BIOSYSTEMS ENGINEERING (6 credits)			
PHYSICS (6 credits)
Introduction to biosystems engineering			
Basic physics
MATHEMATICS / IT (15 credits)				
Statistics						
Mathematics						

CHEMISTRY (6 credits)
Physic chemistry
Organic chemistry

ENGINEERING (15 credits)				
ECONOMY AND SOCIETY (12 credits)
Engineering						Biosystems engineering and society
Process science for technologist				
Introduction to business economics and marketing

SECOND AND THIRD YEAR (BSc-2 AND BSc-3)

The second and third year offer a more comprehensive programme. In this year the students get more
disciplinary knowledge. An overview of the compulsory courses of the BSc-2 and the BSc-3 year is given in
Table 3. There is also the possibility for free choice, next to the compulsory courses.
OVERVIEW OF COMPULSARY COURSES OF BSc-2 AND BSc-3
TECHNOLOGY (24 credits)				
RESEARCH SKILLS (12 credits)
Physical transport phenomena				
Research methods biosystems engineering 1+2
Modelling dynamic systems
Control and process engineering			
BIOLOGY (12 credits, choice out of:)
Sensor technology					
Biology of plants
							
Animal sciences
DESIGN (6 credits)					
Microbiology
Engineering design					
Soil-plant relations
							
MATHEMATICS / IT (12 credits)				
BACHELOR THESIS (24 credits)
Decision sciences					
Bachelor thesis agrotechnology
Programming in python					
							
FREE CHOICE (30 credits)
							
Free choice or Minor
BACHELOR THESIS
A thesis project marks the end of the bachelor programme. Bachelor thesis projects are supported by the
following Chair groups: Farm Technology, Biobased Chemistry and Technology, Information Technology,
Operations Research and Logistics, and Environmental Technology. Thesis projects often have a multidisciplinary nature, combining plant or animal sciences with technical solution directions in view of
requirements set by society or industry. A multi-disciplinary approach is sometimes further enhanced when
a thesis project is supervised by staff from two Chair Groups.
ELECTIVES OR MINOR
The students have 30 credits of electives to broaden their knowledge in a field relevant to their study
programme. They can do a minor either at Wageningen University or another Dutch university, or at a
university abroad. Alternatively, students can choose a set of elective courses. Their choice should contribute
to the programme learning outcomes and needs approval from the study adviser and the Examining Board.
For instance, if students are looking for more in-depth knowledge on economics, they can choose the minor
‘Agricultural Business Economics’ or choose free elective courses in this field. Another relevant often-chosen
minor is ‘Supply Chain Management’.
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STUDY PROGRAMME MSc BIOSYSTEMS ENGINEERING
The MSc Biosystems Engineering is a tailor made thesis oriented study programme. The whole programme
is taught in English and takes two years. The learning purposes are:
DOMAIN-SPECIFIC KNOWLEDGE AND UNDERSTANDING
To know the various engineering aspects of agro production systems;
State-of-the-art knowledge to understand and apply at least one of the sub-domains of the study
for the Master’s thesis;
Be able to apply the relevant knowledge and methods of engineering in general and agricultural
technology especially in domain related cases;
Capability of making a realistic model of an agricultural production system and how it interacts with
the environment;
SPECIFIC ACADEMIC SKILLS
Capability of making a research plan in the field of biosystems engineering and critically reflect on
the different stages of research or design;
Capability of performing a research plan in the field of biosystems engineering adequately with the
use of appropriate methods and techniques for collecting and interpreting the data;
DOMAIN-SPECIFIC SKILLS
Capability of designing and evaluating innovative technology and systems for agricultural
production in a structured way through the analysis of the system and stakeholders through the
integration of knowledge, calculations, models and simulations;
ACADEMIC SKILLS
Communicating in writing and speaking in the field of ideas, problems, solutions as a result of an
research or a project with both specialists and non-specialists in English;
Work in a multidisciplinary and / or multicultural team on a research or design project relevant to the
domain;
Make an assessment on social needs and constraints in relation to biosystems engineering;
To collect information in the field of agro-technology and assess the value of this information;
Design and plans a private learning path, based on a continuous reflection on gathering knowledge
on new topics relevant to the agricultural technology and improve skills, attitude and performance.
OVERVIEW OF MSC PROGRAMME
COMPONENT					
Compulsory Biosystems Engineering courses
Thesis preparatory courses			
Academic master cluster			
Internship					
Thesis						
Electives for deepening or broadening		
Total Master					

SIZE (credits)
18
12
12
24
36
18
120

The total compulsory part of the MSc study comprises 102 credits. The thesis and internship together are
60 credits and other compulsory parts take 42 credits.
COURSES
In the MSc programme three courses are compulsory for all students. In the course Modelling biobased
production systems the student gets more profound knowledge on biosystems engineering with an emphasis
on modelling. The course Biosystems design is a continuation of the course Methodical approach to
engineering design in the BSc. In this course the students learn how to design the technology for a complex
biosystem. In the course Quantitative analysis of innovative biosystems the students learn to quantitatively
analyse an innovative or new biosystem, taking into account that for these systems in most cases a limited
amount of specific and quantitative information is available.
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STUDY PROGRAMME MSc BIOSYSTEMS ENGINEERING
The students have to do two advanced courses for thesis preparation. The specific courses the student has
to do, depend on the thesis. The remaining 18 credits are for broadening or deepening the knowledge.
The 18 credits can also be used to increase the duration of the thesis or the internship. The electives are
chosen in consultation with the study adviser and appointed in the study contract. The total program must
be coherent and is approved by the examining board.
ACADEMIC MASTER CLUSTER
There are three different ways for the career preparation in the academic master cluster.
In the 9 credits ECTS Academic Consultancy Training the students learn in a multi-disciplinary
and multicultural setting to execute a consultancy assignment on academic level. An important
part of the course is that the students work on further development of their personal skills.
The consultancy assignments originate from ‘real-life’ and require the input from different
disciplines. With an addition of 3 credits from a wide range of modules the student will be prepared.
In the entrepreneurial Academic Consultancy Training, theory and practice will be combined
in interactive and thought-provoking education. The programme provides the opportunity to
increase collaboration with entrepreneurial minded stakeholders in and outside the university.
The course Research Master Cluster: Proposal Writing specifically is to acquire and improve
students’ professional skills in writing and defending a scientific research proposal. The student
will conceive a realistic scientific idea and develop this into an attractive grant proposal of high
quality that can be defended before a jury of experts and peers.
INTERNSHIP
The internship is an important part of the MSc in which the student can apply its obtained knowledge in
a work environment that is similar to the professional practice. During the internship, many professional
skills are developed like insight in functioning of another organisation, adaption capacity, independence,
and time management. Together many learning outcomes are covered by the internship. It is an excellent
way to prepare the student for the labour market. When the internship is done abroad a student also learns
how to deal with other cultures and he or she can learn or improve a foreign language. A large number of
Biosystems Engineering students are doing their internship abroad.
THESIS
All students have to do a thesis which is the culminate point of the study. They have to select one of the
following different specialization:
Biobased Chemistry and Technology (BCT)
Environmental Technology (ETE)
Farm technology (FTE)
Geo-information Science and Remote Sensing (GRS)		
Information technology (INF)		
Operations research and logistics (ORL)
Mathematical and Statistical Methods (MAT)
						
The thesis consists of doing independently research or a part of a research in which the knowledge and the
skills gained in the BSc study, the MSc courses and the academic master cluster are being applied.
The objective of a thesis is doing scientific research in all its faces and aspects; these are:
Searching, analyzing and evaluating of the available literature and other information in relation to the
problem.
Planning of lab experiments and / or steps to develop and test a mathematical model.
Individually doing lab experiments and / or developing and testing mathematical models.
Analysing and evaluating own research results, including the critical comparison with literature and
results of thirds
Giving one or more oral presentations and writing a scientific report.
In most cases, following chair group colloquia.
Depending on the subject the different aspects can be of more or less importance.
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CONTACT INFORMATION
Heeren XVII

Study association BSc Agrotechnology and MSc Biosystems Engineering
POSTAL ADDRESS:		
				
				
				

Heeren XVII
Droevendaalsesteeg 2
6708 PB Wageningen
The Netherlands

OFFICE ADDRESS:		
				
				
				

Droevendaalsesteeg 2
6708 PB Wageningen
Forum (building 102)
Room nr. 0029

OTHER INFORMATION:
				
				
				

Office hours
Telephone
Mail		
Website

: Tuesdays and Thursdays from 13.00-13.30h
: +31 (0)317 484 192
: Heeren.XVII@wur.nl
: www.Heeren17.nl

Master program Biosystems Engineering
PROGRAMME DIRECTOR:				STUDY ADVISORS:
Dr. Ir. W.K.P. van Loon					
R. Möwes, MSc
Telephone
: +31 (0)317 485 216			
Telephone
: +31 (0)317 486 571
E-mail		
: wilko.vanloon@wur.nl		
E-mail		
: randy.mowes@wur.nl
							
							
							

S. Overtoom, MSc
Telephone
: +31 (0)317 483 319
E-mail		
: suzanna.overtoom@wur.nl

Copyright © 2022 Study association Heeren XVII, Wageningen
No content of this CV book may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system or transmitted to
third parties in any form or by any means, mechanical, electronical, photocopying, recording or
otherwise without prior permission of the board of study association Heeren XVII. One year after
publishing, the resumes in this book are no longer up to date nor relevant. Therefore, as of June
2023, any copy of this book has to be destroyed.
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